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HOMOGENEOUS RANDOM MEASURES AND A WEAK ORDER
FOR THE EXCESSIVE MEASURES OF A MARKOV PROCESS

P. J. FITZSIMMONS

ABSTRACT. Let X = (Xt,Px) be a right Markov process and let m be an

excessive measure for X. Associated with the pair (X, ra) is a stationary strong

Markov process (Yt, Qm) with random times of birth and death, with the same

transition function as X, and with m as one dimensional distribution. We use

(Yt,Qm) to study the cone of excessive measures for X. A "weak order" is

defined on this cone: an excessive measure £ is weakly dominated by m if and

only if there is a suitable homogeneous random measure re such that (Yt,Qç)

is obtained by "birthing" (Yt,Qm), birth in [t,t + dt] occurring at rate re(di).

Random measures such as re are studied through the use of Palm measures.

We also develop aspects of the "general theory of processes" over (Yt,Qm),

including the moderate Markov property of {Yt,Qm) when the arrow of time

is reversed. Applications to balayage and capacity are suggested.

1. Introduction. Let (Ps : s > 0) be a Borel right semigroup on a Lusin state

space (E, £) and let (Xt, Px) denote the associated right continuous strong Markov

process. Recall that a measure m on (E, £) is excessive for (Ps) if m is tr-finite and

if mPs < m for all s > 0. Since (Ps) is a right semigroup, one then has mPs ] m as

s J. 0, as is well known. Let Exc denote the convex cone of excessive measures for

(Pa)- Given m E Exc, according to a theorem of Kuznetsov [31], one can construct

a stationary process (Yt : t E R) having random birth and death times and a tr-finite

governing measure Qm, such that for ii < t2 < • ■ ■ < tn (i» E R)

,     , Qm(Ytl EdxuYt2 Edx2,...,Ytn Edxn)

= m(dxi)Pt2-tl(xi,dx2) ■ ■ ■ Ptn-tn_1(xn-i,dxn).

The process occupies a cemetery state A prior to the birth time a, and subsequent

to the death time ß. The process (Yt, Qm) has proved to be quite useful in studying

certain aspects of the process (Xt,Px). See, for example, [1, 14, 15, 16, 29, 30,

36, 38, 39]. In particular, (Yt,Qm) was used to study the convex cone Exc in [16,

19, 30].

In [19] certain partial orders on Exc were studied and our purpose in this paper

is to study these matters further. There are two partial orders on Exc of interest.

Recall that £ E Exc is strongly (or specifically) dominated by m E Exc provided

there exists 7 € Exc such that £ + 7 = m. In this case we write £ -< m. Since

<5í+t = Qe + Q-f, it is quite easy to see that

(1.2) f<m    iff   Qs<Qm-

The simple order on Exc is defined as follows: we say that £ is simply dominated

by m, and write t] < m, provided t\(A) < m(A) for all A E S. The proper analogue
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of (1.2) for the simple order on Exc was the point of departure for the present

study. Note that if £ and m are potentials (that is, if £ = pU and m = vU where

p and v are measures on (E, £) and U = fQ°° Ps ds is the potential kernel of X)

then pU < uU iff p H v, where H is the "balayage" order relative to X. The work

of Rost [43] on balayage and Skorohod stopping suggests that for general f and m

in Exc one has

(1.3) £<m    iff   Qz(F) = Qrn([ F°bsK(ds))

for all measurable functions F > 0 on path space, where re is a suitable homogeneous

random measure and bs is the "birthing" operator which deletes the portion of (Yt)

prior to time s. More intuitively, the stationary process (Yt,Qç) is obtained by

randomly birthing the process (Yt,Qm), the "birth intensity" at time s being re(ds).

Of course, implicit in (1.3) is a rather strong integrability condition on the

random measure re. Indeed, since ra is tr-finite we may choose / on E, measur-

able and strictly positive, such that m(f) < oo. By (1.1), £(/) = Qç(f(Yt)),

m(f) = Qm(f(Yt)) for any t E R, so that, using (1.3),

(1.4) £(/) = Qm(f(Yt)rz(] - oo, f[)) < m(f) < 00.

In lifting the restrictive inequality in (1.4) we are led to define the weak order on

Exc: we say that f € Exc is weakly dominated by m 6 Exc provided there is a

homogeneous random measure re, "optional" in a suitable sense, such that

(1.5) Qe(F) = Qm(f FobsK(ds)Y,

we write £ <— m in this case. Our main results provide necessary and sufficient

conditions for a representation of the form (1.5). These results can be found in §6,

as can a precise definition of <—. For example, we show that £ <— m iff f = X3^°=i £«

where £„ < m, fn E Exc for each n. This "quasi-boundedness" condition is an

analogue of the well-known result that a positive supermartingale is of the class D

iff it can be decomposed as a sum of positive supermartingales, each bounded by

1. Indeed, another of our necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.5) amounts to

the statement that £ << m and that ((d£/dm)(Y-t) : t E R) under Qm is a "class

D supermartingale with random birth and death". The reader familiar with the

work of Azema [2] will not be surprised by this last assertion, since (1.5) is a time

reversed version of his famous killing formula for /z-transforms.

The machinery needed to prove the results of §6 is assembled in §§2 through 5.

Actually, §2 serves to set our notation and to recall several results from [19]. In §3

some of the "general theory of processes" for (Yt, Qm) is established. Most of this

material consists of refinements of results to be found in [14 and 38]. In §4 a dual

process (X,PX), relative to a given m E Exc, is introduced. The semigroup of X

provides the transition function for (Yt,Qm) when the arrow of time is reversed.

The actual construction of (X, Px), which is adapted from Azema [2], can be found

in an appendix to the paper. As one of several applications of (X,PX), we obtain

the "regularity" of suitable versions of the density d£/dm mentioned earlier. In §5

we develop some of the theory of homogeneous random measures over (Yt,Qm).

The novelty here is that to obtain representations such as (1.5) one needs to allow

random measures that charge the birth time a.   Of particular importance in §5
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is the notion of a Palm measure associated with a given homogeneous random

measure. In the context of the stationary process (Yt,Qm), similar objects have

been considered in [1]; our result characterizing the class of Palm measures is the

analogue of a result of Geman and Horowitz [22] in a somewhat different context.

Finally, in §7 we apply the weak order in developing a new maximum principle

for excessive measures. This result is an analogue of the classical statement that

if the (bounded) Green's potential Up of a measure p is dominated by 1 on its

(compact) support, then it is dominated by 1 everywhere. Unlike the classical

bounded maximum principle (which is equivalent to Hunt's hypothesis (H), at least

when all excessive functions are lower semicontinuous) our maximum principle is

quite general.

As a rule we use standard notation (for which consult [6, 12, 24]). The special

notation for (Yt,Qm) is recorded in the next section. In particular, if (F,J) is a

measurable space, then bT (resp. 7+) denotes the class of bounded (resp. non-

negative) real-valued J-measurable functions on F. If A C F then 7 n A denotes

the trace of 7 on A; that is 7 n A = {B f) A: B E 7}. If (E, £) and (F, 7) are

measurable spaces, then a kernel from (E, £) to (F, 7) is a function N = N(x,A)

(x E E, A E 7) such that x —► N(x,A) is ¿-measurable for each A E 7, and such

that A —* N(x, A) is a (positive) measure on (F, 7) for each x E E. We use the

abbreviations re and lc for right continuous and left continuous. We use the stan-

dard notation for stochastic intervals: if S and T are maps from W (path space) to

RU {-oo,+oo}, then, for example, ]S,T] = {(t,w) E R x W: S(w) < t < T(w)},

and [S] = [S, Sj. Note that we always have jS,TJERxW. The Borel subsets of

R are denoted B.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we set the basic notation and recall several

results from [19]. Let E be a Borel subset of a compact metric space and let £

denote the Borel subsets of E. Let A d¿ E be the customary cemetery point and

set Ea = Eu{A}, ¿a = 6 V {A}. As usual a function / e £ is extended to E& by

setting /(A) = 0. Let (Ps: s > 0) be a Borel right semigroup on (E,£). That is,

each Ps is a sub-Markov kernel on (E, £) and (Ps) satisfies the "hypotheses droites"

(HD1) and (HD2) of [24].
For our purposes the strong Markov process X associated with (Pa), and the

stationary process (Y,Qm), are conveniently realized on path spaces defined as

follows. Let W denote the space of paths w : R —» Ea which are E-valued and re

on an open interval ]a(w),ß(w)[E R and which take the value A elsewhere. The

"birth" and "death" times a and ß are defined by

a(w) = inf{t: w(t) E E},        ß(w) = s\ip{t: w(t) E E},

where inf <b = +00, sup<j> = —00. Accordingly, the constant path [A] : t —> A

satisfies a([A]) = +00, /?([A]) = -00. The coordinate mappings on W are denoted

by Yt, t E R, and the associated a-fields are

g°=a{Ys:sER}, 9°t=o{Ys:s<t}.

Killing and birthing operators are defined on W by

(ktw)(s) — w(s),        s < t,

= A, s>t;

(btw)(s) = w(s),        s > t,

= A, s < t.
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We also define two families (at) and (rt) of shift operators:

(atw)(s) = w(t + s),        s,(eR;

rtw = otbtw — bootw,        t E R.

Of the various identities satisfied by these operators we note the following:

ktks = ktAs,     btbs = btys,    crtos — ot+s,     rtos = rt+s.

Put Yl = {w E W: a(w) = 0,Yo+(w) exists in i;}u{[A]} and for s > 0 let Xs,98,ç

denote the restrictions of Ya+,Ta, ß V 0 to 0. Set 7° = Q° D Yl, 7t° = £t° n Yl. Our

hypotheses on the semigroup (Pa) amount to the existence of a Borel measurable

family {Px : x E E&} of probability measures on (Yl, 7°) such that the collection

X = (Yl, 7°, 7t°+,ôt,Xt,Px) is a strong Markov realization of (Ps). Clearly PA =

£[A], since A is a trap for X.

Following Dynkin we say that a family v — (vt : t E R) of tr-finite measures

on £ is an entrance rule provided vtPs < vt+s for t E R, s > 0, and istPs Î vt

as s J. 0. An entrance law at r E R is an entrance rule satisfying the additional

conditions ut = 0, t < r, and vtPs — i^t+s for t > r, s > 0. An entrance law at 0

is simply an entrance law. Recall that an excessive measure is a tr-finite measure

ra on £ satisfying mPs < m for all s > 0. One then has mPs ] m as s [ 0 (see

e.g., [27]); consequently vt — rn, t E R defines an entrance rule. Let Exc denote

the convex cone of excessive measures. The basic existence result that follows is an

easy consequence of a theorem of Kuznetsov [31]. See also Getoor and Glover [28]

for a nice discussion of this result.

(2.1) THEOREM. Let v — (vt) be an entrance rule. Then there exists a unique

measure Qv on (W, §°) which is carried by W \ {[A]} and under which (Yt: t E R)

is Markovian with transition functions (Ps) and one-dimensional distributions (ut).

More precisely, for (eR, f E £ +, F E (7°) +, we have

QÁf°Yt) = ut(f),

Q»(F°Tt\Q°t+)=PYt(F) a.s.Qu    on{a<t}.

The measure Qv is necessarily o-finite.

If vt = ra, Vi G R, where ra E Exc, then Q„ is denoted Qm. In this case Qm is

stationary: os(Qm) = Qm for all s E R.

(2.2) REMARKS, (a) In the sequel we refer to Qv as the Kuznetsov measure

associated with the entrance rule v.

(b) It is shown in [30] that if v is an entrance law at r, then Qu(a ^ r) = 0,

whence the nomenclature.

(c) Because of the uniqueness of Qu, if p and v are entrance rules then Qß+U =

Qp +Qv- In particular, Qmi+m2 = Qmi +Qm2 if ra1;ra2 € Exc.

Let v be an entrance rule and let Hv denote the class of Qv null sets in the Qv

completion of £°. Set Qv = 9° V M" and $% = Q°t V A/"'. Then (#: t E R) is a

right continuous filtration and (Yt, Q",Qv) is a strong Markov process. That is, if

T: W -* R U {-oo, +00} satisfies {T < t} E QX for a11 ¿ € R, then

(2.3) QAF°tt\St) = PYt(F) a-s. Q„    on {a < T < ß),

for any F E (7°)+. See Mitro [36] for a proof that adapts to the present situation.

It is implicit in (2.3) that Q„ is tr-finite on ££ n {a < T < ß).
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We now recall two Riesz-type decompositions of ra € Exc from [19]. Firstly,

each ra E Exc has a unique decomposition ra = ml+mp where ra, is invariant (i.e.,

mPa = ra,Vs > 0) and rap is purely excessive (i.e., m(f) < oo implies mPs(f) { 0

as s î -f-oo). The Kuznetsov measure Qm can be decomposed accordingly: Qm =

Qrm +Qmp, where QTO, = <2m(-;c* = -oo),Qmp = Qm(-;a > -oo). Moreover

mp admits an integral representation

/•OO

(2.4) mp- vt dt,
Jo

where v = (vt) is a uniquely determined entrance law (at 0). By [19, (2.4)] we have

(2.5) Qm((/>(a,ra);aeR)=  IJ <t>(t,w)dtQv(dw)

RxW

if <t> E (B x g°) + .   Given F E (S°)+, if we set (p(t,w) = F(cr-tw) then F(w) =

4>(a(w),Taw) if a(w) E R. Applying (2.5) we obtain

(2.6) Qmp(F) = Qm(F; a E R) = f QU(F o a_t)dt.

Also, taking <b(t,w) = lj0,i](t)f(Xs(w)) in (2.5), we obtain

(2.7) va(f)=Qm(f°Ya+a;0<a<l), s > 0.

In the sequel we let Inv and Pur denote the classes of invariant and purely excessive

measures respectively.

A second Riesz decomposition considered in [19] concerns measure potentials.

Recall that ra E Exc is a potential (ra E Pot) provided m = pU for some (necessarily

tr-finite) measure /ioni. Here U denotes the potential kernel: U — fQ Pt dt. The

class Pot of potentials is characterized in [19] as follows. Let d denote a metric on E

compatible with its topology and let CU(E) denote the class of bounded d-uniformly

continuous functions from E to R. Then CU(E) is separable in the uniform norm.

Let D denote a countable dense subset of CU(E) +. Let Ur = /0°° e~rtPt dt. Given

qE £+ with q > 0, let h = Uq and define Ylq E 7° by

Q, = {a = 0, y0+ exists in E, <b(Yi/n) -* 4>(Y0+)

as n —> oo, for (b = h and 4> = Urg, 'ig E D, Vr > 0 and rational}.

The following result is (3.3) of [19].   Note that Pot C Pur, for if ra = pU and

m(f) < oo where / 6 £+ , then mPsf = /    pPtf dt [ 0 as s î +oo.

(2.8) THEOREM. Let m E Pur, so that ra = /0°° vtdt where v = (vt) is an

entrance law. Let Qv denote the associated Kuznetsov measure. Then ra E Pot if

and only if Qv is carried by Ylq, where q E £ + , q > 0, and m(q) < oo. In this

case Qv = Pß where p = Yo+(Ql/). In particular m — pU, vt = pPt, and (Ft+)t>o

under Qv is a strong Markov process.

Given ra E Exc we may apply (2.8) to rap: making use of (2.5) we see that

mp E Pot if and only if Qmp is carried by {a ER,ra E Ylq}, where q is chosen as

in (2.8).
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3. General theory of processes over (Y,Qm). Let ra be an excessive mea-

sure. In this section we set down some of the "general theory of processes" for the

stationary process (Y,Qm). Several of these results (or variants thereof) can be

found in Dynkin [14] and Mitro [38]. See also [11] and [12] as general references.

We emphasize that ra E Exc is fixed throughout this section. Various objects

defined in the sequel depend on ra but this dependence is often suppressed from

our notation.

Of particular importance is the "moderately Markovian" nature of (Yt) relative

to the backward filtration (§t) defined by

g\?=a{Ya:s>t},        tER.

The Qm-completion of (§°) is then £tm = 9°VMm. Clearly both of these nitrations

are decreasing and right continuous. Let Jm denote the class of <QTO-evanescent

processes onRxW and set M° = B <g> £°, Mm = (B ® $m) V Im. A monotone

class argument shows that Mm = M°V Im. We define optional and "copredictable"

tr-fields (uncompleted and completed) on R x W as follows:

0° = o{Z E M°: ZtE 9°t, Vi E R; t -» Zt is re; Z = 0 on ] - oo, £*[};

0m =ct{Ze Mm: Zt E 9T,Vi ER;t - Zt is re a.e.-Qm; Z = 0 on ] - oo,a[};

P° =o{ZeM°: ZtEQ°tMER;t^ Zt is re; Z = 0 on [/3,+oo[};

Pm = o{Z E Mm : Zt E Q?, Vi E R; t — Zt is re a.e.-Qm; Z = 0 on [ß, +oo[}.

A random variable T: W —* R U {—oo,+oo} is an optional (resp. copredictable)

time provided ¡T, +oo[ E 0° (resp. ] - oo,Tj E P°). With 0° (resp. P°) replaced

by 0m (resp. Pm) in these definitions, we obtain the notion of Qm-optional (resp.

Qm-copredictable) time.

Parts (b) and (c) of the basic result to follow are the duals of known results on

the killing operators (kt). See e.g., Azema-Jeulin [4]. We set

Ç°a+=o-{An{a<t}:AE9°:tER}.

(3.1)   LEMMA,   (a) 0m = 0°V Jm,  Pm = P° V Jm.

(b) If Z E M° is constant on ] — oo, a(w)] for each w, then Z E P° if and only

if Zt(w) = z(btw)yt,Vw, for some zE 9a+-

(c) If ZE P°, then Zt = Zt o bt, Vi E R.

PROOF, (a) We consider only Pm. Clearly P° V Im E Pm. For the reverse

inclusion it suffices to show that each Z E (Mm)+ which is re, adapted to (9T), and

vanishing on \ß, +oo¡, is in P°V Im. Fix such a Z and for r G Q let Zr E 9? satisfy

Qm(Zr f Zr) = 0. Choose Br E 9°r with Br C {Zr = Zr} and Qm(W\Br) = 0.

Define Z E P° by

Zt(w) = liminfZr(w)    if w E     (~)     Bs, t < ß(w),
r 73>t,73GQ

= 0    otherwise.

Evidently Z and Z are <Qm-indistinguishable. Thus Z E P° V J
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Point (c) is obvious since bj19t = 9t f°r aH '■ To prove the "only if" part of

(b) it suffices to consider right continuous Z. Define z E 9a+ by

z(w) —    liminf    Zr(w),
rla(w),r£Q

with z([A]) = 0. If t > ß(w) then btw = [A] and so z(btw) = 0 = Zt(w). If

t < ß(w) then a(btw) — a(w) V t and so, using (c) for the second equality below,

z(btw) —  liminf Zr(btw) =  liminf Zr(w)
r[a(w)\/t r\,ot(w)Vt

= Za(w)Vt(w) = Zt(w),

where the final equality follows since Zt(w) is constant on ] — oo, a(w)]. The "if"

part of (b) is easier and is left to the reader as an exercise.      D

The next result may be proved by the methods of Dynkin [14]. We omit a proof.

(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let Km denote the class of processes Z E Mm such that

either Z V 0 or (-Z) V 0 is dominated by a constant process (t, w) —> K(w), where

Qm(K) < oo.

(a) If Z E Km then there exists a process PZ E Pm H Km such that

Qm(ZT; -oc<T<ß) = Qm(pZT; -oo < T < ß)

for all Qm-copredictable times T.

(b) (Section theorem). If Zl e Pm n Km (i = 1,2) and

Qm(Z±; -oc<T<ß)= Qm(Zl; -oc<T<ß)

for all Qm-copredictable times T, then Z1 and Z2 are Qm-indistinguishable.

We refer to ?Z as the (Qm-) copredictable projection of Z. The mapping Z —> ?Z

enjoys the usual properties of the predictable projection familiar in the general

theory of processes (see [12, vol. II]). In particular, Z —> ?Z is linear and preserves

right continuity; 0 < ^Z < 1 if 0 < Z < 1; P(Zn) ] ¿Z if 0 < Zn î Z. Of course, all

of these statements hold modulo Im.

The "big shifts" £s, s E R, are defined by

Y,sZt = Zt-socTs,        Í6R, ZEMm.

We say that Z E Mm is homogeneous if T,SZ — Z, modulo Im, for each s E R;

if TisZ — Z holds indentically in (s,w) then Z is perfectly homogeneous. Note

that since Qm is stationary, Es preserves the classes Im, 0°, P°, Om, Pm, and that

Y,S(PZ) = p(EsZ), modulo Im.

In discussing the moderately Markovian nature of (Yt) relative to (9T), some

care must be taken with the birth time a (which is, in general, not copredictable).

Such matters (relative to ç in the context of right processes) have been clarified by

Getoor and Sharpe in [29] and we follow their lead in defining a process / by

(3-3) l = p(h«M)-

Set A = {/ > 0} = {(î,w) E R x W: lt(w) > 0}. We can (and do) assume that a

version of I has been chosen such that 0 < / < 1. Arguing as in [29] one sees that

1r/?I < U < l[a,/3[    (modulo Im).
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Later developments require that a "nice" version of I be chosen. As a first step we

have a

(3.4) LEMMA. Let Z E (0m)+ be re, and vanishing on J - oo,a]. Then
PZ E 0m.

PROOF. Since Z —>?Z preserves right continuity, it suffices to show that ?Zt E

9Y1 for all t E R. Clearly ¿Z = 0 on [/?, +oo[ and also on ] - oo, a{ (since Z = 0 on

] - oo, a]). Fix t E R and A E £tm. Using the tr-finiteness of Qm on £tm n {a < t <

ß} we conclude that the conditional expectation Qm(A\9tl) (of A n {a < t < ß}

given 9rn{Q < t < ß})is measurable over a(Yt)r\{a < t < ß} E £tmn{a <t < /?}.

Thus, using Qm(cx = t) = 0, we compute

Qm(pZt;An{t<ß}) = Qm(Zt;An{t<ß})

= Qm(Zt;An{a<t<ß})

= Qm(ZtQm(A[9?);a<t<ß)

= Qm(i'ZtQm(A\9?);t<ß).

Since A E 9T was arbitrary, and since 9T v 5t   = 9™, we may conclude that

pZt E 9Y1 as desired.     D

(3.5) PROPOSITION. There exists a function f E 9%+ n 9% with 0 < f < 1,
such that I and (f(crt))teR are Qm-indistinguishable. In particular, I E Om■

PROOF. By a construction given in [19] there exists a sequence (Sn) of (9t+)

stopping times such that a < Sn < ß on {Sn < +00}, t + Sn oat = Sn, Vi E R,

and

(i) Sn — —00 on {a = —00},

(ii) Sn > a, Sn I a as n —► 00, a.s. Qm on {a > —00}.

Let Zn = l[5„,/35 so that Zn E 0°, Zn is re and perfectly homogeneous. Clearly

Zn î lja,^[ and so ê(Zn) î I, modulo Jm, as n f 00. By (3.4), v(Zn) is im-

measurable. Moreover, P(Zn) is homogeneous and right continuous. By a result

of Benveniste [5, p. 100 ff.] there is an /„ E 9o+ vvith 0 < /„ < 1, such that

P(Zn) is <2m-indistinguishable from (fn(ct))teR- By (3-la) we may assume that

P(Zn) E P° and then the argument used in [5] shows that /„ may be chosen

to satisfy /„ = fn°b0; that is, fn E §o- Taking / = limsup,,^^/« we have

0 < / < 1, f E 9o+ n 9o an<i ' = / ° °, modulo Ira, as required.      D

Because of (3.5) we can, and do, assume that a perfectly homogeneous, 0° fl /im-

measurable version of I has been chosen; the set A = {/ > 0} then has the same

properties. A further refinement of / results from the next lemma. Recall the

definition of Ylq given prior to (2.8), where q E £+ satisfies q > 0 and m(q) < 00.

(3.6) LEMMA.   Modulo Im, A C {t. e Ylq} = {(t,w) eR x W: rtw E Ylq}.

PROOF. Because (Ps) is a Borel right semigroup, it is clear that modulo Jm,

(3-7) l]Q,/3[ < lia,/3jl{T.en,}-

Taking Qm-copredictable projections in (3.7) we obtain

l<ll{T.eOq},    modulo Im,

and the desired inclusion follows.    D
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Thus, replacing / (resp. A) by /l{T.en } (resp. A n {r. 6 Ylq}) we may assume

that the inclusion asserted in (3.6) holds with no exceptional points. Of course,

since Tt o as — rt+s and since {r. E Ylq} E 0° Í) P°, the modified choices of / and A

are perfectly homogeneous and 0° fl ^°-measurable.

Previous authors (e.g., [14, 38]) have defined an "optional projection" over

(Y,Qm) but these projections are not adequate for our needs since they vanish

off Ja, ß\. We shall obtain an extended optional projection, defined on A, that

will be adequate when considering random measures carried by A. To this end we

introduce an extension (Yt) of the basic process

Yt(w) = Yt(w),    t t¿ a(w) or i = a(w) > -oo and (i, w) dl A;
( 3.8)

= Yt+(w),        t = a(w) > -oo, (t,w) E A.

Note that Yt+(w) exists in E if i = a(w) > —oo and (t,w) E A since rtw E Ylq in

this case. In particular,

A = {(i, w) E R x W : Yt(w) E E}.

Moreover, Y = (Yt)t£R is perfectly homogeneous, 0° n /^-measurable, and re on

A. Note also that if / E £+ or b£, then

(3.9) *(/ o Yt) = f(Yt)lt,    modulo Im.

Indeed, if T is a Qm-copredictable time,

Qm(Hf ° Y)T; -oo < T < ß) = Qm(f o YT; -oo < T < ß)

= Qm(fo YTl]a,ßi(T); -oo < T < /?)

= Qm(f° YTlíaM(T); -oo<T<ß)

= Qm(f°YTlT;-oo<T<ß),

where for the third equality we have used the fact that Y = Y on Ja, ß\.

The key point in constructing our projection is the following strong Markov

property of Y, extending (2.3).

(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let T be a Qm-optional time and let F E (7°)+. Then

Qm is a-finite on 9™ n {T E A} and

(3.11) Qm(FoTT;TEA) = Qm(PYT(F); T E A)

PROOF. In proving (3.11) we may assume that T is optional (i.e., [T, +oo| E

0°). Also, since Y = Y on Ja, ß\, because of (2.3) it suffices to show

(3.12) Qm(F orT;T EY) = Qm(PyT(F); T E Y),

where Y — A\Ja,/3| C faj. Let u = (vt) denote the entrance law such that rap,

the purely excessive part of m, is given by rap = fQ vt dt. Let Qu denote the

corresponding Kuznetsov measure. Since {¿o > 0} E 9o+, ^ ^s easy to check that

Qu( ■ ; lo > 0) is the Kuznetsov measure for the entrance law v given by

¡>t(f) = Qu(f°Yt;lo>0).
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From (3.6) and (2.2b) we see that Qp is carried by Ylq. It follows from (2.8) that

Qo = P", where p(f) * Qu(f o Y0+) = Q„(/ o Y0+; l0 > 0). Define

r«(ti;) = [r(6t<7_«ti>)-t].V0.

Clearly (t,w) -» Tt(w) is B <g> 5°-measurable and {Tt < u} E 9°+ if u > 0. Thus

Tt\Yl is an (7^+)-stopping time. Also, baw = w if a(w) E R; thus

Ta(w)(Ta(w)) =T(w) - a(w)    ifa(w)ER.

Let g > 0 be Lebesgue integrable over R. Using (2.5) we compute

Qm(g(T)FoTT;TEY)=Qm(g(a)FoTa;T = a, la > 0, a E R)

= Qm(g(a)FoTa;Ta(Ta) = 0, l0ora>0, a ER)

= i g(t)Q„(F\Tt = 0, lo>0)dt
Jr

= [ g(t)Q„(PYo+(F);Tt = 0, lo>0)dt
Jr

= Qm(g(a)PY°+(F);T = a, la > 0, a E R)

= Qm(g(T)PyT(F);TEY).

We have used the 0-1 law and the fact that Qv( ■ ;l0 > 0) = Pp in the fourth

equality above. Letting g ] 1 through a sequence we obtain (3.12), whence (3.11).

Now Qm is tj-finite on 9t H {a < T < /?}, as was mentioned following (2.3). Since

p is tr-finite we may choose / E £+ with / > 0 and p(f) < oo; let g > 0 be

Lebesgue integrable over R. Then g(T)f(Yr) > 0 on {T E Y) and by the previous

computation

Qm(g(T)f(YT);TEY)< [ g(t)Pp(f oY0+) dt = X(g)p(f) < oo.
./R

(Here A denotes Lebesgue measure.) Thus Qm is tr-finite on 9t Y\{T eY} and so

is tr-finite on 9t H (T € A} as claimed.    D

A monotone class argument yields the following standard extension of (3.11).

Let T be Qm-optional, F E (£m ® 9°)+. Then

(3.13) f        F(w,rTw)Qm(dw)= f [ F(w,w')PYT^(dw')Qm(dw).
J{T€A) J{T<EA} Jn

Define a "splicing map" (w/t/w1) as follows: (w/t/w1) is the element of W satisfying

(w/t/w')(u) = w'u+,u > t

wu,u <t       if (t,w') E A, a(w) < t < ß(w),

= btw' if (t, w') E A, i < a(w),

= A otherwise.

One checks that if (t,w) E A, then w = (w/t/w) = (ktw/t/btw). Thus given a

process Z = (Zt), if we set H(w,t,w') = Zt(w/t/o-tw'), then

(3.14) Zt(w) = H(ktw,t,rtw),        (t,w)EA.

Now given Z E (Mm)+ choose Z E M° such that Z and Z are Qm-indistinguishable.

Define a process ° Z by

(3.15) aZt(w) = lA(t,w) ( Zt(w/t/cr-tw')Py'iw)(dw').
Jn

Since Z E M°, the right side of (3.15) is 0°-measurable in (t,w).
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(3.16) THEOREM, (a) Given Z E (Mm)+ define °Z as in (3.15). If T is any

Qm-optional time, then

(3.17) Qm(ZT;TEA) = Qm(°ZT;TEA).

(b) If Z1, Z2 are positive, 0m-measurable processes and if Qm(ZY^T E A)

= Qm(Zj.;T E A) for all Qm-optional times T, then ZllA and Z21\ are Qm-

indistinguishable.

PROOF, (a) This follows immediately from (3.13) since

(w,w') -> H(w,T(w),w')

is 9t+ ® immeasurable, where H(w,t,w') = Zt(w/t/a-tw').

(b) This assertion can be reduced to the usual optional section theorem. We

prove a similar point below (Proposition (3.19)) and so omit a proof.    D

(3.18) REMARKS, (a) The construction of an optional projection by means of

the "Dawson formula" (3.15) is standard in Markov process theory. A similar

construction of optional projection on Ja,/3| can be found in [38].

(b) We shall refer to °Z as the Qm-optional projection of Z. The mapping

Z —> °Z has properties analogous to those listed earlier for ?Z. One fact not

immediately evident is the preservation of right continuity detailed in the next

result.

(3.19) PROPOSITION. Suppose that Z E bKm is right continuous a.s. Qm.

Then °Z is right continuous on A a.s. Qm.

PROOF. Fix a Qm-optional time T with Qm(T E A) > 0. Let F E (9™)+ with
{F > 0} = {T E A} and Qm(F) < oo (such an F exists since Qm is tx-finite on

9^n{TE A} by (3.12)). Define a finite measure II by 11(G) = Qm(FG), G E 9m.
Let ()it)t>o denote the right continuous completion of (9r+t)t>o relative to Yl.

Define processes B and B by Bt = Zr+t,Bt = °Zr+t and note that B is re

on [0, +oo[. Let C denote the optional projection of B relative to the system

(W,CHt),YY). It is standard (see [12, VI.2, T47]) that C is re on [0,+oo[ a.s. Yl.

We claim that C and B are n-indistinguishable (as processes with parameter set

[0, +oo[). To see this let S > 0 be a stopping time of (Ut) and choose a stopping

time S' > 0 of (£m+t)t>o such that U(S ¿ S') = 0. Then T + S' is a Qm-optional

time and so, applying (3.17) at time T + S', we have

U(CS; S <oc) = U(BS;S < oo)

= Qm(ZT+s,-F;TEA, S' < oo)

= Qm(°ZT+s>-F;TEA, S' < oo)

= n(£?s;S<oo).

Evidently B is (^-optional and so C and B are n-indistinguishable by the section

theorem. It follows that °Zr+t is re in i > 0 a.s. Qm on {T E A}. Since T was

arbitrary, the right continuity of °Z follows.    G

We close this section with several applications of the preceding results that will

be useful in the sequel.
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(3.20) PROPOSITION. Let Z > 0 be Om n Pm^measurable. Then Z1A is Qm-

indistinguishable from a process of the form f(t,Yt) where f E (B ® £)+ (and

f(t, A) = 0 by convention).

PROOF. By (3.1) we may assume that Z E (0m n P°)+ and then Zt°bt = Zt

identically in (t,w). Yet Ht = Zt o o-t so that Zt = Zto bt = Ht o rt. Let

f(t,x) = Px(Ht) if (t,x) ERx E and set f(t, A) = 0. Then / e (B <8> <f)+ and

(w, w') —► HT(w)(w') is 9t ® £°-measurable. Thus, using (3.13),

Qm(ZT; TEA)= Qm(HT(rT);T E A)

= [ [ HT{w)(w')PVT^(dw')Qm(dw)
J{T€A}Jn

= Qm(f(T,YT);TEA).

Since Z E 0m, the section theorem (3.16) allows us to conclude that Zl\ = /(•, Y.)

modulo Im.    D

(3.21) COROLLARY. If Z E (0th n Pm)+ is homogeneous, then there is a

function f E £+ such that Zlf, = f(Y.) modulo Im.

PROOF. We may assume that Z = 0 off A and that Zt = g(t,Yt) where g E

(B ® £) + , because of (3.20). Since Z is homogeneous, for each s E R we have

g(t-s,Yt) = g(t,Yt),        Vi e R,    a.s. Qm.

By Fubini's theorem for QTO-a.e. w E W there is a Lebesgue null set Nw C R such

that for s $ Nw, g(t - s,Yt(w)) = g(t,Yt(w)),Wt E R. Set

f(x)= /   g(u,x)du,        xEE.
Jo

Clearly f E £+ and for <5m-a.e. w, for all t ER,

Zt(w) = g(t,Yt(w)) = [    g(t-s,Yt(w))ds
Jt-i

= f(Yt(w)).   a

Recall from [29] that a Borel set B E E is m-polar provided Qm(Yt E B, some

i E R) = 0. Evidently B E £ is m-polar if and only if Pm(Xs E B, some s > 0) = 0.

Because of the following result we may conclude that the function / in (3.21) is

uniquely determined up to an ra-polar set.

(3.22) PROPOSITION.   A Borel set B C E is m-polar if and only if

(3.23) Qm(Yt € B, some t E R) = 0.

PROOF. Since Y = Y on Ja, /?[, and since Y = A off Ja,/3[, it is clear that

if (3.23) holds then B is ra-polar. Conversely, if B is ra-polar then the process

Zt = 1b(Yt) is <3m-evanescent. By (3.9), the Qm-evanescent process PZ is Qm-

indistinguishable from lß(Yt)k- Since Y = A off A = {/ > 0}, we conclude that

lß(^i) is evanescent and so (3.23) holds.      D
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4. The moderate Markov dual process. The simple Markov property of

(Y, Qm) being symmetric with respect to past and future, it is clear that (Yt, Q™,

Qm) is a simple Markov process. The basic work of Chung and Walsh [10], on

the time reversal of strong Markov processes, indicates that even more is true: the

modified process (Yt) is "moderately" Markov relative to (9t1)- This fact, detailed

in Theorem (4.6) below, is an extension of similar results proved by various authors

[2, 10, 20, 32, 33, 40]. None of these papers quite covers the present circumstances

(in [40 and 20] Meyer's hypothesis (L) is imposed; the other papers cover only the

case m E Pot). Our argument, which follows closely that of Azema [2] (see also

[32]), is deferred to an appendix. In this section, after stating the basic result (4.6),

we detail some of its consequences to be used in the sequel.

We begin with some notation. Throughout this section ra E Exc is fixed. Set

Yl = {w E W : ß(w) = 0} U {[A]}, 7° = 9° f) Ù and define a process X by Xs =

Y-a,s > 0 (on Û). We should emphasize that Xs depends on ra through / and A

and is not the same as the "coordinate" process s —► w-s on Û. Nonetheless we do

have 7° — cr{Xs: s > 0}, as is easily deduced. We define shift operators dual to rt

and 9a by

ft = k0ot = tJffct,        i E R;

6a — f-s,    s > 0       (on O).

Note that if s < t then Xt-S ° ft — Ya on {t < /?}.■ Clearly the lifetime of X is

given by f = (-a) V 0. Finally, let 7t° = o{Xs: 0 < s < t} and let P(7t°) denote

the class of (^°)-predictable processes (with parameter set ]0,+oo[). Note that X

is predictable in that f(X.) E P(7t°) if / E b£ or £ + .

(4.1) DEFINITION. Let {Px: x E EA} be a Markov kernel from (EA,£A) to

(Yl, 7°) with PA = £[£]. We say that (Px) is a moderate Markov dual process for

(Px) relative to ra, provided

(4.2) Qm(F ofT;-oc<T<ß) = Qm(PVT(F); -oo < T < ß)

for all F E (7°)+ and all Qm-copredictable times T, and provided

(4.3) for each x € E,X under Px is moderately Markov relative to (P): for all

F E (P)+ and all (Jt°)-predictable times T,

(4.4) PX(F o 6T; 0 < T < +oo) = PX(P*T(F); 0 < T < oo).

(4.5) REMARK. Let us write

ît(w) = l-t(w)    for i > 0, WE Yl;

À = {(t,w) E ]0,+oo[xÔ: ît(w) > 0}.

Clearly X is le on A although not necessarily on ]0, -)-oo[. Thus (4.4) differs slightly

from the usual moderate Markov property [9, 40] which requires an lc process.

Here is our fundamental result concerning a dual process for X. As mentioned

previously its proof is deferred to an appendix.

(4.6) THEOREM. There exists a kernel {Px: x E EA} such that (4.1) is valid.

If {Px: x E EA} is a second kernel satisfying (4.2), then {x: Px ^ Px} is a Borel

m-polar set.
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For the remainder of this section we fix a kernel {Px : x E EA) satisfying (4.1).

Firstly, we define a semigroup (Pt) by

Ptf(x) = Px(foXt),        t > 0, fEb£ or £ + .

The semigroup property of (Pt) follows upon taking T = t and F = f oXs in (4.4).

Next, let f,gE £+ and i > 0. Since Qm(a = t) = 0 we have Qm(t E A\Ja,/?[) =0;
using (4.2) we compute

m(g ■ Ptf) = Qm(g o Y0Ptf o Yo) = Qm(g ° Y0f o Yt; t < ß)

= Qm(Ptg o Ytf oYt;t<ß) = m(Ptg ■ /).

That is, (Pt) and (Pt) are in duality relative to ra.

As a first application of the dual family (Px) we prove the commutation relation

°PZ = p°Z on A (modulo Jm). This is accomplished by providing an explicit

formula for *Z when Z E M°; this formula is "dual" to (3.15).

Given Z E M° define H by

(4.7) H(w, t, w') = Zt(tT-tV)/t/(T-tw')

(and note that this definition differs from that of the last section). As before

(4.8) Zt(w) = Ht(ttw,t,Ttw)    if (t,w)E A.

Translating (3-15) into the present notation, a version of the option projection of

Z is given by

(4.9) °Z(t,w) = lA(t,w) [ H(ftw,t,w')PYt{w)(dw').
Jo.

(4.10)  PROPOSITION.   If Z E (M°)+, then a version ofßZlA is given by

(4.11) (t,w) -» lA(t,w) [ H(w",t,Ttw)PV^w)(dw").
Jû

PROOF. This result follows from (4.8) and the obvious extension of (4.2) in the

same way that (3.16a) follows from (3.15) and (3.13).    D

The next result is an easy consequence of (4.9) and (4.10). See Azema [2] for

the original result of this type. Related results can be found in [1 and 14].

(4.12) THEOREM. LetZEKm. Then°P Z1A and?0Z1A are Qm-indistinguish-

able.

PROOF. We may assume that Z E (Mm)+. In fact, since Mm = M° V Im

and since both the optional and the copredictable projection preserve Ira, we may

even assume that Z E (M°)+. Using the explicit formulae (4.9) and (4.11) a

straightforward calculation reveals that a common version of °PZ1A and p°Z1a is

given by

(t,w) — lA(t,w) [  [ Zt(a-tw"/t/o-tw') PYt(w)(dw") PV'^(dw').    O
Jn Jû

Our second application of the dual family (Px) concerns the regularity of Radon-

Nikodym derivatives dç\/dm when t\ E Exc.
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(4.13) LEMMA. Let f E Exc with t\ «m. There exists a version ip E £+ of

d^/dm such that for each x E E, t —> ip(Xt) has left limits on ]0,+oo[ and right

limits on [0,+oo[, a.s. Px.

PROOF. Let ipo be any ¿-measurable version of dÇ/dm. Yet g E £ + . Since (Pt)

and (Pt) are duals relative to m and since £ E Exc, we have

m(ipog) = £(■?) > £(Ptg) = m(tpoPtg) = m(PtipQ ■ g)

and

m(gPtipo) = t(Ptg) î tî(g) = m(ip0 ■ g)    as Í j 0.

It follows that Vo > Pti>o a.e. ra, and that Ptipo î Vo a.e. ra as t j 0 through any

fixed sequence. By (6.18) and (6.19) of [29] there exists ip E £+ such that ip is

excessive for (Pt) and such that ip = ipo a.e. ra. Thus ip is a version of dÇ/dm.

Moreover, the arguments of Chung and Glover in Lemmas 1 and 2 of [9] show that

i —» 4>(Xt) has the required left and right limits a.s. Px for each x E E. (Although

a left continuous moderate Markov process is assumed in [9], the arguments there

use only the predictability of ip(Xt).)    D

A further refinement of (4.13) requires the following lemma.

(4.14) LEMMA. Let Bo be a Borel m-polar set. Then there exists a Borel m-

polar set B D Bq such that E\B is absorbing for X and for X; that is, for all

xEE\B,
Px(Xt E B, somet > 0) = 0,

Px(Xt E B, some t > 0) = 0.

PROOF. By [32, §2, (1), (13)], if A is ra-polar then there is a Borel ra-polar set

A' D A such that E\A' is absorbing for X. Similarly, by [29, (6.12)], if A is Borel

ra-polar then there is a Borel ra-polar set A" D A with E \ A" absorbing for X.

Given a Borel ra-polar set Bo define inductively

B2n+i = (B2n)',        n > 0;

B2n = (B2n-i)",        n > 1;

and finally B = (J^Li Pn- It is a simple matter to check that B has the desired

properties.    D

(4.15) PROPOSITION. Let £ E Exc with 6; << ra. Then there exists a version

</> E £+ of d£/dm such that

(i) t —► (p(Yt) has left and right limits on R, and is re on A, a.e. Qm\

(ii) there is a Borel m-polar set B., with E\B absorbing for X and for X, such

that for x E E\B
(a) <p(x) < oo;

(b) i —* (p(Xt) has left and right limits on [0,+oo[ and is le on A, a.s. Px.

PROOF. Let ip be chosen as per (4.13). It is easy to check that t —* ip(Yt) has

left and right limits on ] — oo, ß[ a.e. Qm. We may thus define a process (Ht)teR

by

Ht = liminf ip(Ys)
sit
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and note that (Ht) is re a.e. Qm, 0mri7Pm-measurable, and homogeneous. By (3.21)

there is a function cp E £+ such that H1A is Qm-indistinguishable from (<p(Yt)).

Since t —> ip(Yt) has left and right limits on ] — oo,/?[, the set {i: ip(Y)t / ip(Y)t-}

is at most countable (for each w). This fact, combined with the homogeneity of

ip(Yt) and the stationarity of Qm, shows that

0 = Qm(rp(Yt) Í Ht) = Qm(rp(Yt) ¿ cp(Yt))

for each i E R. Thus (pisa version of db\/dm which satisfies (i). Clearly {cp = -f oo}

is a Borel ra-polar set, as is {x: PX(GC) > 0}, where

G = {w EU: t —> <p(Xt(w)) has left and right limits on [0, +oo[ and is lc on A}.

(See the proof of (A.6) in the appendix.) By (4.18) we may enclose the ra-polar set

{4> = +00} U {x: PX(GC) > 0} in a Borel ra-polar set B which has the properties

described in (ii).    D

(4.16) REMARKS, (a) Dynkin and Getoor [17] assume the existence of a version

of dt^/dm with the properties listed in (4.15). Thus (4.15) removes the need for

hypotheses 1.7A of [17], at least when the basic process X is a Borel right process.

(b) With <p as in (4.15) it follows that (p is finely continuous at each point of a

set whose complement is ra-polar. In particular for any i > 0 the set {qb > t} differs

from its fine interior by an ra-polar set.

5. Random measures; Palm measures. In this section we develop some of

the theory of homogeneous random measures over the stationary process (Y, Qm).

When X is in weak duality (relative to ra) with a second Borel right process, such

random measures have been considered in [1, 29, 38, 32]. Under hypotheses close

to ours, Dynkin and Getoor [17] have considered diffuse random measures. For

related matters see [2, 5, 14, 11, 21, 22, 35].

In previous treatments only random measures carried by Ja, ß\ have been studied

systematically. For such homogeneous random measures the Revuz measure suffices

to characterize the class of random measures under study. For the applications we

have in mind it is necessary to allow random measures that charge ¡aj. For this

reason we take the Palm measure as a basic tool in our study. Palm measures are

familiar in the theory of flows [21, 22, 35] and have been used in our context in

Throughout this section ra E Exc is fixed and all considerations are relative to

(Y, Qm)- We begin with the basic

(5.1) DEFINITION. A random measure (RM) is a positive kernel re = k(w,B)

from (W, 9m) to (R, B) such that

(i) the measure k(w, •) is carried by [a(w),ß(w)[ n R for each w EW;

(ii) there is a countable collection of kernels {ren : n > 1} from (W, 9m) to (R, B)

with Qm(ren(R) = 00) = 0,Vn, such that re = J2ñ=i K"-

Two random measures re and 7 are Qm-mdistinguishable if k(w, ■) = q(w, •) for

Qm-a.e. w. Note that condition (ii) above implies

(ii)' there is a countable collection {re"} of kernels from (W, 9m) to (R, B) with

re"(w,R) < l,Vw,Vn, such that S^Li K" and k are Qm-mdistinguishable.

Indeed, if (ii) holds we set ank(w) = (re"(w,R) A fc) — (re"(w,R) A (fc — 1)) so

that ank(w) < 1 and 5ZfcLi ank(w) = re"(w,R). Now set

Knk(w, ■) = (ank(w)/Kn(w, R))Kn(w, ■)
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(= 0 if k"(w,R) = +00) and note that Knk(w, R) < 1 and Y¿nk Knk(w,-) = k(w, ■)

if Kn(w,R) < oo for all n. Thus, {re„fc: n > l,fc > 1} is a collection satisfying (ii)'.

The countable finiteness conditions (ii) and (ii)' justify later uses of Fubini's

theorem.

Associated with a RM re is its Doleans measure MK defined by

MK(Z) = Qm (j  Ztrl(dt)\ , Z E (Mm) + -

We sometimes write (Z, re) for MK(Z). Note that MKvanishes on Im and that MK

is carried by Y E Mm if and only if re is so carried, a.s. Qm- In particular, MK is

carried by [a,/?¡.

(5.2) DEFINITION. A RM re is tr-integrable over a class S E (Mm)+ provided

there is a strictly positive Z E S such that MK(Z) < oo. Actually Z > 0 need hold

only on a set carrying re. The class of RM's cr-integrable over S is denoted oI(S).

Clearly oI(Pm) = ctI(P°), ol(0m) = ol(0°) because of (3.1).

The following result collects some facts about Doleans measures which may be

proved by standard methods. See [12, Chapter VI] or [38].

(5.3) PROPOSITION, (a) Let re1 and re2 be RM's in oI(Mm). Suppose that

MK\ =MK2.  Then re1 and re2 are Qm-indistinguishable.

(b) Let M be a o-finite measure on Mm which is carried by ¡a, /?[ and which

charges no Qm-cvanescent set. Then M is the Doleans measure of a unique RM
KEaI(Mm).

Suppose that re E oI(Pm). We say that re is (<3m)-copredictable if (Z, re) =

(pZ,k) for all Z E (Alm) + . More generally, consider the measure M defined by

M{Z) = (*Z,k),        ZE(Mm)+.

Since p Z E Im if Z E Jm, it is clear that M satisfies the hypotheses of (5.3b).

Thus there is a unique RM, k?, whose Doleans measure is M; evidently re^ is

copredictable. We refer to re^ as the <2m-dual copredictable projection of re.

The "big shift" operates on random measures by

(T,sk)(w, B) = n(osw, B — s).

It is clear that if re is a RM then so is Esre for any s E R. Moreover,

(5.4) (Z,Esre) = (E_sZ,re).

It follows from (5.4) that if S C Mm is invariant under Es for all s E R, then crl(S)

is also invariant under Es for all s E R. We say that a RM, re, is homogeneous (and

abbreviate HRM) if E^re = re (modulo Im) for each s E R. The following summary

is an immediate consequence of the definitions and (5.3).

(5.5) PROPOSITION, (a) If k E aI(Pm), then Esre E oI(Pm), and (Esk)p =

Es(re^), modulo Im, for each s E R.

(b) ARM re E oI(Mm) is homogeneous if and only ifT,sMK = MK for all s E R.

The dual notions involving optional random measures are more delicate because

our optional projection is defined only on A. The following definition may be

regarded as provisional but it is adequate for our purposes.
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(5.6) DEFINITION. Let re be a RM. Then re is optional provided

(i) (1ac * K){a} is .^-measurable and finite a.e. Qm;

(ii) 1A * re E ol(0m) and (Z, 1A * re) = (°Z, lA * re) for all Z E (Mm) + .

Here and subsequently, if Z E (Mm)+, then Z * re denotes the RM Ztn(dt).

Yet re be a RM in al(0m) which is carried by A. The dual optional projection

of re, denoted by re°, is uniquely determined by

(Z,k°) = (°Z,k),        ZE(Mm) + .

See (5.3) and recall that °Z E Im if Z E Im.  Clearly re° is carried by A and is

an optional RM. Since A is perfectly homogeneous, the mapping re —► re° commutes

with each Es. We leave it to the reader to write down the optional version of (5.5);

in particular if re is a HRM and if re° exists, then re° is a HRM.

Here is the "dual" to (4.12).

(5.7) PROPOSITION. Let re be a RM in oI(Om)r\oI(Pm) which is carried by

A.  Then (re^)° = (k°)p up to Qm-indistinguishability.

PROOF. This follows immediately from (4.12) since each of re, re°, kP, k°p, and

reP° is carried by A E 0° C\ P°.      D

A second, and more convenient, "characteristic" of a HRM re is its Palm measure

introduced in the next

(5.8) DEFINITION. Let re be an optional HRM. The Palm measure of re, PK, is

the measure on 9° defined by

(5.9) PK(F)=Qmi     FortK(dt).        FE(9°)+-
■'10,1)

Note that PK is carried by {a = 0} so that 6n(PK) — P«- The measure PK is

similar to measures considered in [21, 22, 35, 1] but is "one-sided" in that rt is

used in (5.9) rather than ot- The appropriate classes of "exceptional sets" for the

class of Palm measures are defined next (cf. [21]).

(5.10) DEFINITION, (a) A set A E 9° is ra-r-polar provided the process

(1a oril]Q,/3[(i))t€R is Qm-evanescent.

(b) A set A E 9° is ra-r-evanescent provided the process (1a °rtl[Qi/3[[(i))teR is

(Qm-evanescent.

Clearly, if re is an optional HRM then PK(A) = 0 whenever A is ra-r-evanescent.

It is easy to check that A is ra-r-evanescent if and only if A is ra-r-polar and

Qll(A) = 0, where v = (i/t) is the entrance law such that rap = fQ vt dt (mp is the

purely excessive part of ra).

(5.11) PROPOSITION. Let re be an optional HRM with Palm measure PK.

Then

(a) for all f E (B ® 9°) +,

(5.12) Qm(j f(t,Tt) K(dt)j =  f  dt j  PK(dw)f(t,w).

(b) re E aI(Pm) if and only ifPK is a-finite. In this case PK = PKt.

(c) Let re E oI(Pm). Then re is carried by A if and only ifPK charges no m-r-

polar set.
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PROOF, (a) Let p denote the measure on B <g> 9° defined by the left side of

(5.12), as a function of /. Let {An : n E N} be a partition of W into ^-measurable

sets of finite Qm measure. Recall that re = J2t K* where each re* is a kernel with

k{(w,R) < 1 for all w. Set

al*n(f) = Qm\KJRf(t,Tt)Kl(dt);An)

so that pln(R x W) < oo and ^Zinpln = p- That is, p is a countable sum of

finite measures. Owing to the homogeneity of re and the (oa)-invariance of Qm,ß

is translation invariant in its first coordinate (i.e., if fs(t,w) = f(t + s,w), then

ß(fs) — ß(f) for all s E R). Thus the measure on R defined by <p —* p(<p ® F)

((<p <8> F)(t,w) = <p(t)F(w)) is a multiple of Lebesgue measure (cf. [25]). Clearly

this multiple must be p(l]0,i] <8>F) = PK(F). Thus (5.12) is valid if / has the form

f(t,w) = <p(t)F(w). The validity of (5.12) for all / E (B <g> £°)+ now follows by a
result of Getoor [25].

(b) Suppose first that PK is tr-finite. Choose H > 0 with H E 9°,PK(H) < oo.

Let g > 0 be Lebesgue integrable over R and define Zt = g(t)H o rt, t E R.

Evidently Z E P° and

MK(Z) = Qm (f g(t)H o n re(di)

= X(g)PK(H) < oo,

because of (5.12). Here A denotes Lebesgue measure on R. Conversely, suppose

that re E aI(Pm). Then there is a process Z E P° with Z > 0 and MK(Z) < oo.

Using (5.12) and the fact that Zt = Zt o bt since Z E P°, we may compute

oo > MK(Z) = Qm (i Zt o bt rt(dt))

= Qmi        ZtOO-tOTtK(dt)\  =   /    dtPK(ZtOcr-t).

Thus PK(Zt °o--t) < oo for Lebesgue a.e. i E R. Since Z > 0, PK is tr-finite. Now

if re € o~I(Pm) then kP exists and (Z, k,p) — (PZ, k). But t —* F o rt is copredictable

if F € (£°) and so

PKp(F) = Qm[J FoTtKP(dt)\

= Qm(  [       FoTtrz(dt))=PK(F).

(c) In view of (b) and the copredictability of A, we may assume without loss of

generality that re is copredictable. Suppose first that re is carried by A. Let A E 9°
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be ra-r-polar. Then

PK(1aIo1{10>0}) = Qm\   / lA°TtltlA(t)K(dt)
\J}0,1]

= Qn

= 0,

/       1a o nk K(dt) )
J\o,i] J

/      U ortlja/3j(i)re(fii)
J]o,i]

and

PK(A; lo = 0)=Qmi 1a o TtllaM\A(t)K(dt) J

= 0.

It follows that PK(A) = 0. Conversely, since rt_1{/o = 0} = {lt = 0} and since

A = {(i, w) : lt(w) > 0} D Ja, /?[, the set {lo = 0} is ra-r-polar. Thus, if PK charges

no ra-r-polar set, then

Qm [ g(t)HoTtK(dt) = \(g)PK(H)
Jr

= X(g)PK(H :l0>0)

= Qm   [   g(t)lA(t)H0Ttrz(dt),
Jr

where g E B+ and H E (9°) + ■ It follows that re is carried by A.    D

Although not labelled as such, a special type of Palm measure was considered in

[19]. Let T be a Qm-optional time which is intrinsic in the sense that a < T < ß if

T < +00 and i + T o <jt = T for all i E R. For example inf (i > a : Yt E B) is such

a time if B E £ +. Then re = l^gR^T- is an optional HRM with Palm measure

YlT(F)=Qm(FoTT;0<T<l).

It is shown in Theorem (2.4) of [19] that nT is a tr-finite measure carried by {a = 0}

and that, under nT, (Yt)t>o is Markovian with semigroup (Pt). As we shall see,

the Markovian nature of (Yt)t>o is present for the Palm measure PK of a general

optional HRM.
Let re be an optional HRM with Palm measure PK. Define a family of measures

on E by

rf(f) = P*(/ o Yt),       t>0,fE£+,

with uf = 0 if t < 0.

(5.13) PROPOSITION. Suppose that each pf isa-finite. Then pK = (/if) is an

entrance law, PK is o-finite, and PK = Qß* (the Kuznetsov measure of pK).

PROOF. Note that PK, being carried by {a = 0}, does not charge {[A]}. We

now claim that for each / E £+, F E (9°) + , and s > 0,

(5.14) PK(/ o YSF o 6S) = PK(/ o Y8PY- (F)).
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To see this decompose re as re1 + re2 = Ia^ * re + 1a * k. Yet P1 + P2 be the

corresponding decomposition of PK so that P1 = 1{¡0=0}PK) P2 = 1{í0>o}Pk-

Using the strong Markov property of Qm at time a + s we compute

P1 (/ o YSF o es) = Qm ( f     / o Yt+SF o Tt+s re1 (dt) )
\J]o,i] J

= Qm(f°Ya+sF orQ+sre1{a};0< a < 1)

= Qm(f o ya+aPy"+'(fV{<*};0 < a < 1)

= Qm(f        foYt + sPY'^(F)rZ1(dt))
\J]0,1] J

= P1(foYsPY°(F)).

As for P2, note that the processes

Zt = lA(t)foYt+sFoTt+s,        Z¡ = lA(t)foYt+aPYt+°(F)

have the same optional projection, namely lA(t)PYt(f oYaPYs(F)). Thus, since

Ia * re is optional,

P2(foYaFoôa) = Qm [     ZtK2(dt)
7)0,1]

= Qm[        °ZtK2(dt)
7)0,1]

= Qmf        °(Z1)tK2(dt)
7)0,1]

= Qm [      Z\ K2(dt) = P2(f o YSPY>(F)).
7]o,i]

Adding the above results for P1 and P2 we obtain (5.14). Taking F — GoYu (u > 0)

and / = 1e in (5.14) we see that (p¡) is an entrance law. This fact and an easy

induction using (5.14) show that PK and Q^ have the same finite dimensional

distributions. We may invoke the uniqueness in (2.1) to conclude that PK = QM*.

D

Our interest lies mainly in the class of optional HRM's whose Palm measures

satisfy the condition
/.oo

£ =  /     pt dt     is tr-finite.
7o

The measure £ is then purely excessive and each /if is tr-finite (choose q > 0 with

£(q) < oo; then Uq > 0 and /if Uq = ÇPt(q) < t;(q) < oo). Here is our fundamental

result characterizing this class.

(5.15) THEOREM. Let Ç be a purely excessive measure so that Í = J0 Ptdt

where p = (pt) is on entrance law. Let Qß denote the corresponding Kuznetsov

measure. Then <5M is the Palm measure of an optional HRM re if and only if Qß

charges no m-r-evanescent set. In this case re E oI(Pm) and re may be chosen to

be copredictable.  With this choice re is uniquely determined.
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PROOF. The "only if" part of the assertion follows from the preceding discus-

sion. Conversely, suppose that Qß charges no ra-r-evanescent set. Our plan is to

decompose Qß as

Q  + Q   = l{i0=o}<3/j + l{i0>o}Qn

and then to produce HRM's re1 and re2 with Palm measures Q1 and Q2 respectively.

Recall that mp, the purely excessive part of ra, can be written as f0 vt dt where

v — (ut) is an entrance law with Kuznetsov measure Qu.

(a) First consider Q1. We claim that Q1 «Q„. For if A E 9° with QV(A) = 0,

then Qm(r~1A; a E R) = 0 by (2.5). By a previous remark, {Iq = 0} is ra-r-polar.

Thus A n {/o = 0} is ra-r-evanescent and so 0 = Qß(A n {/o = 0}) = Ql(A). That

is, Q1 « Q„. Let J G (9°)+ denote a version of dQ1/dQl/. Note that both Q1

and Qv are tr-finite on £t°+ n {t < ß} for each i > 0. Fix t > 0 and A E (9°) + -

Define

Ht(w,w') = A(w/t/o--tw')lia(w)=o}

and note that Ht(w,Ttw) = A(w) if a(w) = 0 < t < ß(w). Using the Markov

property of each of Q1 and Qu and the fact that Ql(a / 0) — Qv(a =¡¿ 0) = 0, it is

easy to check that if B E 9t+, then

Ql(A 1B) = / PY'^(Ht(w,-))Ql(dw);
Jb

QV(A 1B)= f PY^w\Ht(w,-))Qu(dw).
Jb

Thus
Ql/(JA;t<ß) = Q1(A;t<ß)

= [        PY>(w)(Ht(w,-))Ql(dw)
J{t<ß)

= [        J(w)PY^w\Ht(w,-))Ql/(dw)
J{t<ß}

= Qv(JtA;t < 0),

where Jt is a £°+-measurable version of d(Q1\go n{t<ß})/d(Qv\§° n{t<ß))- Since

A E (9°)+ was arbitrary, it follows that Jl{t<ß} € (9?)+ D {t < ß). Since Q1

and Qv are carried by {a = 0} and since U^Li{a = 0,ß > 1/n} = {a = 0}, it

follows that J is <po"measurable. Modifying J on a <3„-null set we may assume that

J E (,9o-r-)+ and J < oo. Define an optional HRM re1 by

^(dt) = J(Ta)lAc(t)l{a€R}ea(dt).

Yet us use (2.5) to check that the Palm measure of re1 is Qx:

Qml f     FoTtK^dt))  =Qm(FoTaJ(Ta)l{lo=0}(Ta);0<a<l)
\7]o.i] /

= Ql/(FJl{lo=0}) = Q1(F).

Thus PK. = Q1. Since Q1 is tr-finite, re1 E oI(Pm) by (5.11b). It is easy to check

that re1 is copredictable.
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(b) Now consider Q2. By (3.20), given Z E (Mm)+ there is a function fz E

(B ® £)+ such that up to Qm-evanescence

°i'ZtlA(t)=P°ZtlA(t) = fz(t,Yt).

We claim that if Z G (Im)+, then for real a < b,

(5.16) f  fz(t,Yo)dt
Ja

is ra-r-evanescent. For (5.16), when composed with rs, may be written as

rS—b

(5.17) /       Hs(u)du,
Js — a

where Hs(u,w) — f(s — u,Ys). Now for each u E R, Hs(u,w) = °pZa-u(ouw) up to

Qm-evanescence in (s, w). Thus, for all u E R, (s, w) —► Ha(u, w) is Qm-evanescent.

By Fubini's theorem, for <3m-a.e. w there is a Lebesgue null set Nw c R such that

for u di Nw and all s G R, Hs(u,w) = 0. Thus, for Qm-a.e. w the integral in (5.17)

vanishes for all s E R. Recalling that (5.17) is (5.16) composed with rs, it follows

that the integral in (5.16) is ra-r-evanescent. Since Q2 charges no ra-r-evanescent

set we may unambiguously define a measure on Mm by

(5.18) M(Z)=Q2(j fz(t,Y0)dt),        ZE(Mm) + .

(Because of the preceding discussion the right side of (5.18) does not depend on

the particular choice of fz..) Clearly M(Z) = 0 if Z E Im and M(Z) = M(PZ) =

M(°Z) if Z E (Mm)+; of course M is carried by A. Since a version of /e_sz is

given by fz(- + s, •) it follows that ESM = M for all s E R. We claim that M

is tr-finite on (0° n P°). Indeed with q and Ylq as in (2.8), since Q2 is carried by

{/o > 0} E Ylq (see (3.6)), we deduce from (2.8) that Q2 = PP where p is the

tr-finite law of Y o under Q2. Choose g > 0 and Lebesgue integrable over R, and

f E £+ with / > 0 and p(f) < oo. Set Zt = g(t)f(Yt) so that Z E (0° f~l P°) +
and Z > 0 on A. We have M(Z) = \(g)p(f) < oo so that M is tr-finite as claimed.

By (5.3b) M is the Doleans measure of a unique HRM re2 in ol(0° Pi P°) which is

optional, copredictable, and carried by A. It is easy to check that PK2 = Q2.

Combining (a) and (b) we obtain the desired HRM with Palm measure Qß by

setting re = re1 + re2. The uniqueness assertion is obvious from the construction of

re.    D

(5.19) REMARK. The tr-finiteness of fQ ptdt was used only in showing that

Q2 = pp and that each pt is tr-finite. If these facts were known by other means

then the above construction would still yield a unique optional copredictable HRM

with Palm measure Qß.

We now consider several refinements of (5.15). Firstly, the criterion for a measure

on (W, 9 ) to be a Palm measure can be simplified considerably when the entrance

law p takes the special form pt = pPt where p is a measure on (E, £). For the next

result let ra = irU + 7 be the Riesz decomposition of ra into potential and harmonic

components. See (3.7) of [19].
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(5.20) COROLLARY. Let p be a a-finite measure on (E,£). Then Pp is the

Palm measure of a unique optional, copredictable HRM re if and only if p(B) = 0

whenever B E £ satisfies (i) tt(B) = 0, (ii) B is m-polar.

PROOF. In view of (5.15) and (5.19) we must check that the stated condition on

p is equivalent to the statement that Pp charges no ra-r-evanescent set. Let ra =

mp-r-ra¿ be the decomposition of ra into purely excessive and invariant components;

thus mp = /0 utdt where v = (ut) is an entrance law. One checks that the Riesz

decomposition of rap into potential and harmonic components is given by mp —

irU + 7' (recall that irU is the potential part of ra). Clearly 7' is purely excessive

so that 7' = L v't dt for some entrance law v' = (u[). Moreover ut = irPt + v[ so

that Qv = P* +Qv> > P*.
Now suppose that p(B) = 0 whenever B is a Borel ra-polar set with ■n-(B) = 0.

Yet A E 9° be ra-r-evanescent; that is A is ra-r-polar and Q„(A) = 0. Consider

B = {x: PX(A) > 0} e Í. Since 0 = Qv(A) > F"(A), we have ir(B) = 0. Since

A is ra-r-polar, B is ra-polar. Thus p(B) = 0 and so PP(A) = /p(dx)Px(A) — 0.

That is, Pp does not charge the (arbitrary) ra-r-evanescent set A.

Conversely, suppose that PP(A) = 0 whenever A E 9° is ra-r-evanescent. Let

B E £ be ra-polar with n(B) = 0. Consider the event A — {Y0+ G B} n Ylq, where

q and Ylq are as in (2.8) (relative to mp). Since B is ra-polar, A is ra-r-polar. Also,

Qv(A) = P*(A) + Qv'(A)

= tt(B) + Qv*(Y0+ E B;Ylq) = 0

where for the second equality we have used the fact that Pn is carried by Ylq, and

for the third the fact that QU'(Ylq) = 0 since /^° u[ dt is harmonic (see §3 of [19]).

Thus A is ra-r-evanescent and so PP(A) = p(B) =0.    D

The reader familiar with the work of Azema will recognize (5.20) (and, a fortiori,

(5.15)) as an extension of Théorème 1, p. 491, of [2]. See Remark (5.30) for more

on this point.

Now suppose that re is an optional HRM which is carried by A. Define the

characteristic measure of re by

(5.21) pK(/)=PK(/(F0)).

Recalling (3.22), it is obvious that pK charges no ra-polar set. Although pK need

not be tr-finite the argument of (5.13) remains valid and we have pKP% = pf, t > 0,

where /if is as defined just prior to (5.13). If, additionally, re is a diffuse HRM

(i.e., if for Qm-à.e. w, k(w, ■) is a diffuse measure on R), then pK charges no Borel

ra-semipolar set. Here, in view of §6 of [29], we say that B E £ is m-semipolar

provided {t:YtE B) is countable for Qm-a.e., w. Conversely we have the following.

(5.22) COROLLARY. Let p be a a-finite measure on (E,£) which charges no

m-polar set. Then there exists a unique optional copredictable HRM re, which is

carried by A, with characteristic measure p. Moreover, re is diffuse if and only if p

charges no m-semipolar set.

PROOF. If p charges no ra-polar set, then by (5.20) Pp is the Palm measure of

a unique optional copredictable HRM re. Indeed, arguing as in the proof of (5.20)

one sees that Pp charges no ra-r-polar set; by (5.11c), re is carried by A. It now

follows easily that p is the characteristic measure of re.
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Half of the assertion concerning the diffuseness of re follows from the discussion

preceding the corollary. Conversely, suppose that p = pK charges no m-semipolar

Borel set. Let re = rec 4- nd be the decomposition of re into diffuse (=continuous)

and discrete components. More precisely, let Jt = re{i} and note that (Jt) E

(0m n Pm)+ and that (Jt) is homogeneous and vanishes off A. By (3.21), (Jt)

is (5m-indistinguishable from a process of the form j(Yt) where j E £+ . The

discrete component red is then X)seR ^{s}^ and so is indistinguishable from the

HRM Y^aeRj(Ys)£a. Now for each w, k(w, •) is a countable sum of finite measures

and as such can have at most countably many atoms. Thus

0 = Qm({t: Yt E {j > 0} is uncountable}).

Since Yt and Yt can differ only at i = a, it follows that {j > 0} is m-semipolar.

Thus p({j > 0}) = 0 and consequently red is Qm-indistinguishable from the zero

measure. Thus re = rec is diffuse.    D

Our final refinement of (5.15) is a "perfection" theorem. Let us first set down

our notion of perfection for a HRM.

(5.23) DEFINITION. Let 9* denote the universal completion of Q°. We say that

a HRM re is perfect provided

(i) re is a kernel from (W, 9*) to (R, B);

(ii) Esk(«v) = k(w,-),Vw EW, VsGR;

(iii) K(baw,B) = k(w,B n [s + oo[),Ww EWy s ER, VB G B;

(iv) K(ksw,B) = k(w,B n ] -oo,s[), VweW,VseR, MBeB.

As we shall see, condition (iii) (resp. (iv)) amounts to the statement that re is

(£*+)-predictable (resp. (£*+)-optional). Here 9t ~ K19*', 9t — Kt~19*- F°r
this we set down criteria for optionality and copredictability, in terms of "adapted-

ness" conditions (such as (iii) and (iv) above). The first criterion (5.24) is simply

a translation into our context of a standard criterion for predictability (cf. [12,

Chapter VI, T57, T59]). The second criterion (5.25), and the idea for its proof, is

borrowed from Mitro [38].

(5.24) PROPOSITION. Let re be a RM in aI(Pm) and let Z E Pm with Z > 0

and (Z, re) < oo. For each r E R define a process Cr by

C\ = l]_oo,r[(í)  i      ZsK(ds), tER.
J[t,r\

Then re is Qm-copredictable if and only if Cr E Pm for each r E R.

(5.25) PROPOSITION. Let re be a RM in al(0m) which is carried by A. Then

re is Qm-optional if and only if re(-, B) E 9T for all t ER and all B E B D ] — oo, i].

PROOF. Replacing re by Z* re where Z E (Om)+ is strictly positive with (Z, re) <

oo, we may assume that <2m(re(R)) < oo. In particular, re(R) < oo a.e., Qm.

(a) Assume that re is Qm-optional. Fix reals u < v and H E 9° with 0 < H < 1

and Qm(H) < oo. Let (Ht) be a re version of the martingale Qm(H\9T)- The

processes

Zt = l\u,v\(t) ■ H,        Zt - l]U)„](t)if„

have the same Qm-optional projection, namely lA(t)l]u<v^(t)Ht- Since re is optional

we may use (5.6) to compute

Qm(H ■ k]u,v]) = (Z,k) = (°Z,k) = (°(Z),k) = (Z,k) = Qm(HvK,]u,v]).
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Thus re]u,t;] G 9™-   ^ now follows easily that k(-,B) E 9T whenever B E BC\

]-oc,t].

(b) Conversely, assume that k(B) E 9T whenever B E B C\ ]- oo,t]. To prove

that re is Qm-optional it suffices to show that (Z,k) = {°Z,k) for each re Z E

b(Mm)+ which vanishes on [/?, +oof. Fix such a Z and recall from (3.19) that °Z

is re on A. For k E Z and n E N let A(n,k) = K]k2~n,(k + l)2_n], Z(n,k) =

Z(k+i)2-n, °Z(n,k) = °^(fc+i)2-"- Since re(R) < oo a.e., Qm, we have by bounded

convergence

LZt K(dt) =  lim   >    Z(n,k)A(n,k),    a.e. Qm,
n—>oo *-—^

R /tez

the sums on the right being bounded by the integrable random variable ||zT||re(-, R).

An analogous statement holds for fR °Zt K,(dt). But A(n, k) E 97k+i)2-n and so

Qm(Z(n, k)A(n, k)) = Qm(Z(n, k)A(n, k); (k + 1)2"" G A)

= Qm(°Z(n, k)A(n, k); (k + 1)2"" G A)

= Qm(°Z(n,k)A(n,k)),

where for the first equality we have used the fact that Z = 0 on \ß, +oo[, that

Qm((k + 1)2-" G [a, /?[ \ A) < Qm((k + 1)2"" = a) = 0,

and that A(n, k) = 0 if (k + l)2~n < a. The dominated convergence theorem now

yields

(Z,k)=  lim y^Qm(Z(n,k)A(n:k))
n—>oo ^—'

lim TQm(°Z(n,k)A(n,k)) = (°Z,K),
n—»oo ^—*

as required,    ü

(5.26) COROLLARY. Let re be a HRM carried by A. Suppose that k EaI(Pm)n

al(0m) and that re is perfect (in the sense of (5.23)). Then re is Qm-optional and

Qm-copredictable.

PROOF, (a) Fix t E R and B E ]- oo,t]. Choose any s > t. Then k(w,B) =

K(ksw, B) by (5.23)(iv) and so k(-, B) E k'19*. Thus re(-, B) E f\s>t kj19* E £tm.
Thus re is Qm-optional by (5.25).

(b) Choose Z > 0 in P with (Z, re) < oo and define Cr as in Proposition (5.24).

Then by (5.23)(iii) and (3.1c)

C\ = I ZaK(ds)\ obt,        t GR.
\7]-oo,r[ /

It follows from (3.1b) that C E Pm. Thus, by (5.24), re is Qm-copredictable.    D

Here is our result on the perfection of HRM's.

(5.27) THEOREM.   Let re be an optional, copredictable HRM. Then there exists

a perfect HRM re which is Qm-indistinguishable from re.
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PROOF. First decompose re as re1 + re2 = 1a<: * re + 1a* re. Since re is Qm-optional

re1 = JalAcl{a€R}£a, where Ja E (9™)+ ls finite a.e. Qm and satisfies

Qm(Ja ¿ Ja ° Ps) = 0,      VSGR.

Arguing as in part (a) of the proof of (5.15), there is a finite valued J E (9o)+

such that Qm(Ja j1 J(Ta);a G R, la = 0) = 0. The HRM re defined by re1 =

J(Ta)lAcl{a€R}£a is <2m-indistinguishable from re1, and re1 is easily seen to be

perfect.

Next, decompose re2 = 1a * re into diffuse and discrete parts, say re2 = rec + Kd.

As in the proof of (5.22), red is <2m-indistinguishable from a HRM of the form

(5.28) red = £ j(Ys)£s

s€R

where j E £+ and {j > 0} is ra-semipolar. Again, it is easy to check that (5.28)

defines a perfect HRM.

Finally, let p denote the characteristic measure of rec.   Since rec is carried by

\a,ß\ we have

p(f)=Qm(j    foYtKC(dt)Y /G<f + ,

and p charges no ra-semipolar set. We are now going to invoke Theorem 1.7 of

[17]. Because of (4.15), the hypothesis 1.7A of [17] is satisfied. For the moment

assume that p(E) < oo. Dynkin and Getoor in [17] assume also a transience

hypothesis that need not be satisfied by p (relative to ra and (Pt))- But consider

the 1-subprocess X1 with semigroup P/ = e~tPt. Clearly m is excessive for (P/),

and X and X1 have identical classes of ra-semipolar sets. Thus, p charges no ra-

semipolars for X1. Choose q E £+ with 0 < q < 1. Then pU1q < p(E) < oo

and 0 < U1q < 1. Therefore the transience hypothesis stated at the beginning of

subsection 1.7 of [17] is satisfied by p, relative to m and (P/). Consequently, if Qm

denotes the Kuznetsov measure associated with ra and (Pt), then [17, 1.7] yields

a diffuse perfect HRM rec such that

Qm(yfof{Yt)rZC(dt)^=p(f), fE£+.

Now an easy comparison of finite dimensional distributions yields the relation

(5.29) Qm(F)=Qm \jjFokvobul{a<v,u<0]e-(v-u)dudv\ ,

\.u<i> /
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whenever F E (9*)+ ■ We use (5.29) to compute the characteristic measure of rec

relative to Qm: if g E B+ with X(g) = 1, then

p(f) = QmU g(t)f(Yt)Rc(dt)

= Qm\II Í 9(í)/(Ft) *c(*)«~(w~t°*'*'
vu<v

(r rOO /*00

J   duj     g(t)f(Yt)Kc(dt) J     e-^-^dv

= Qm (J du p g(t)e-^-^f(Yt)Rc(dt)\

= Qm^JRg(t)f(Yt)ac(dt)\

= />*•(/)•

That is, p is also the characteristic measure of rec, relative to Qm- As in the proof

of (5.15), rëc G aI(Om)r\aI(Pm); by Corollary (5.26), rec is Qm-optional and Qm-

copredictable. By the uniqueness part of (5.22), rec and rec are Qm-indistinguishable.

In general p is only tr-finite but we can decompose p as YlPn where each pn is

a finite measure charging no m-semipolar set. By the discussion above, for each n

there is a diffuse, perfect HRM ren with characteristic measure pn. Set rec = Y2n *■«

so that rec is a diffuse, perfect HRM with characteristic measure p. As before, Rc

is optional, copredictable and indistinguishable from rec. Setting re = re1 + red + rec

we have obtained the desired perfect version of re.    □

(5.30) REMARK. Let us return to the situation of Corollary (5.20). Assume that

ra is a potential, say ra = irU and that p is a finite measure on (E, £) such that

p(B) = 0 whenever B is a Borel ra-polar set with ir(B) = 0. (In the terminology of

Azema [2], such a set B is "rr-evanescent".) Let re be the perfect HRM promised

by (5.20) and (5.27). Define an increasing process (At) on fi = {a — 0,Ya+ exists

ini;}u{[A]}by

(5.31) At(w) = K(w,[0,t]),        t>0,wEYl.

Because of (5.23iv), At E Da>J(^¡"15*) n fi], Vi > 0. Because of (5.23)(iii), since

Ot=Tt= boat on fi,

At+S(w) = At-(w) + As(6tw),        i > 0, s > 0, w G fi,

where Ao-(w) — 0 by convention. Since re is carried by ¡a,/3[, the measure dAt(w)

is carried by ¡0,c[. In Azema's terminology, (At) is a "fonctionelle droite". More-

over (At) is the representing functional for p relative to P"':

= P"(/o
(5.32) p(f) = P'( f(Xt)dAt),        fE£

Thus (5.20) generalizes Théorème 1, p. 491 of [2] as claimed previously.   To see

(5.32) use (2.5) (m = irU = /0°° 7rPt dt) and (5.12) to compute: for g E B+ with
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¡Rg(t)dt = Y

P(f)= [ g(t)dtPP(foY0)
Jr

= Qm (J g(t)f ° Yt K(dt)

= Qm[ g(a + u)f(Yu+oTa)K(Ta,du)
\J{0, + co{ ,

= [ dtP"( [        g(t + u)f(Xu)K(du)\
Jr \7[o,+oo[ j

-ALf(Xu) dAu    .
[0, + oo[ J

6. A weak order for excessive measures. Theorem (5.15) may be regarded

as a Skorohod representation theorem of sorts. For if £ is purely excessive then we

have £ — f0 pt dt where p = (pt) is an entrance law with Kuznetsov measure Qß.

Suppose that Qß charges no ra-r-evanescent set. Then (5.15) and (5.27) guarantee

the existence of a perfect, optional, copredictable HRM re such that PK = Qß. Now

by (2.6) we have

(6.1) Qt(F)= I Q»(Foa_t)dt,       fe(9°) + -
Jr

But Tt = boat and PK = bo(PK), since PK is carried by {a = 0}. Using (5.12) with

P(c = Qß we deduce from (6.1) that

(6.2) Qí(F) = Qm [ FobtK(dt),        FE(9°) + -
Jr

That is, (Yt) under Q^ is the same as (Yt) under Qm "birthed" at rate n(dt). A

stopping time version of (6.2), which is more in the spirit of Skorohod stopping,

may be found in (6.36) below.

Let u(x) = Px(k] — oo, 0[) where (Px) is the moderate Markov dual for (Px)

relative to ra. Since re] — oo, 0[ G 9*(] ~ °°, 0[) we have re] — oo, 0[ o fn = re] — oo, 0[.

Taking F = /(Yo) in (6-2) we may therefore compute

£(/) = Qdf(Yo)) = Qm(f(Y0)K] - oo,0[)

= Qm(/(F0)re]-oo,0[of0;0</3)

= Qm(f(Yo)u(Yo);0<ß)

= Qm((fù)(Yo))=m(fû).

We have used the fact that Qm(Yo ¥" Yo) = 0 in the above computation. Thus û

is a version of dt]/'dm.

Conversely, if f is purely excessive and £ << m, then (4.15) yields a version cp

of d£/dm such that i —> 4>(Yt) is re on A. Moreover, (<p(Xt): i > 0) is a super-

martingale under Px for each x E E. Actually, in a sense that can be made precise,

(4>(Yt): — oo < i < ß) is a supermartingale under Qm, relative to the backward

filtration (9t1)- One then expects that a representation of the form (6.2) will hold
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precisely when <p(Yt) is a "class D" supermartingale (in an appropriate sense). We

shall see that this is the case in Theorem (6.27). The reader familiar with the

work of Azema [2] will recognize (6.2) as dual of sorts to his killing formula for

/i-transforms.

Since btT1{a = — oo} = {a\/1 = —oo} = 0, to obtain a representation of the

form (6.2) for an excessive measure with nonzero invariant part we must allow re

to charge {— oo} when a = —oo. This explains the presence of the second term on

the right side of (6.4) below.

(6.3) DEFINITION. Let £ and m be excessive measures. We say that £ is weakly

dominated by ra, and write f <— m, provided there is an optional, copredictable

HRM re and a finite-valued random variable J E (9T)+ witn J = J ° &s,Vs ER,

such that

(6.4) Qz(F) = Qm [ F o btK(dt) + Qm(FJ; a = -oo),        F E (9°)+.
Jr

(6.5) REMARKS, (a) Because of (5.27), the HRM re in (6.3) can be taken to be

perfect.

(b) Let f = £p + & be the decomposition of £ into purely excessive and invariant

parts. Then the first term on the right in (6.4) is Q^p (F) while the second is Q^ (F).

Evidently £ <— ra iff £p <— m and f¿ <— ra.

Our first characterization of the weak order <— on Exc is an easy consequence of

(5.15).

(6.6) THEOREM. Let £ and m be excessive measures. Let £ = £, + £p =

£« + Jo /■**. dt be the decomposition of £ into invariant and purely excessive parts.

Let Qß denote the Kuznetsov measure for the entrance law p = (pt).  Then £ <— m

iff
(i) Qß charges no m-r-evanescent set; and

(ii) Q£l «Qm-

In this case re is as guaranteed by (5.15) and J is a suitable version of dQ^JdQm.

PROOF. In view of (5.15), and the definition (6.3), the only part of (6.6) that

is not obvious is the assertion that if Q^t << Qm then dQ^JdQm can be chosen

to be ^-measurable and (<7t)-invariant. To see this decompose ra = ra¿ + mp

into invariant and purely excessive parts. Clearly Q^AQmp and so Q^ << Qm

iff Q^ « Qm,- Let J° be any £°-measurable version of dQ^JdQmi and use the

obvious modification of the proof of (5.15) to show that J° is 9™'-measurable.

Since Qçt and Qmi are stationary we have J° = J° o as a.e. Qm for all s G R. If

we set

Gi = {w: J°(w) = J°(asw) for Lebesgue a.e. s E R},

then Gi E 9° and a Fubini argument shows that Qm(W \Gi) = 0. Thus 0 =

Qm(W \ Gi) = Qm(otl(W \ Gi)) for any i G R. A second application of Fubini's

theorem shows that if

G2 = {w: atw E Gi for Lebesgue a.e. i E R},

then G2 E 9° and Qm(W \ G2) = 0. Clearly G2 is (trs)-invariant. We now define

J1(w)— /   J°(a8w)ds,        w E G2;
Jo

= 0,        w£G2.
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Then J1 o as = J1 identically in (s,w) and Qm^J1 ¥" J°) — 0 so that J1 is a

¿^'-measurable version of dQ^JdQmi- Finally, define

J = J   l{Ji<oo}l{a = -oo}

to obtain the required version of dQ$i /dQm ■    □

The convex cone Pur is "solid" for the weak order in the sense that if £ <— ra

and m G Pur, then f G Pur. This fact is evident from (6.4). The same can be said

of the cone Pot, but this is not quite evident.

(6.7) PROPOSITION. Let £ G Exc and ra G Pot with t¡ <— ra. Then £ G Pot.

Indeed, if re is as in (6.3) (and J = 0 since m E Pot C Pur) then £ = irU where

Af)=Qmf        f(Yi+)K(dt).
7]o,i]

PROOF. Let ra = 7/7 G Pot and £ G Exc with £ <— ra via the HRM re, as in (6.4).

Again, J = 0 since ra G Pot c Pur and consequently £ G Pur. Thus £ = fQ pt dt

where p = (pt) is an entrance law with Kuznetsov measure Qß, and Qß = PK.

Yet q and Ylq be as in (2.8). We claim that Ylcq is ra-r-evanescent. Clearly Ylq is

ra-r-polar (cf. (3.6)), so that it suffices to check that Qm(ra G fi,; a G R) = 0.

But this follows from (2.8) since ra G Pot. Thus Ylq is ra-r-evanescent and so

Qn(ttcq) = PK(Ylq) = 0. A second application of (2.8) reveals that £ G Pot. Finally,

let g E B+ with X(g) = 1. Using (2.8) and (2.5) we may compute, using the notation

<f) = QM(Yo+)) = Qt(f(Ya+)g(a);a E R)

= Qm (f f(Ya+) o btg(a) O bt K(dt)\

= Qm (J f(Yt+)g(t) re(di)) = X(g)PK(f(Yo+))

= PK(f(Yo+)),

as required.    D

There are two other orders on Exc that are of interest. Recall that £ is simply

dominated by ra if £(A) < m(A),VA E £. In this case we write £ < ra. We

say that £ is strongly dominated by ra, and write £ -< ra, provided there exists

7 G Exc such that f + 7 = m. Of course £ -< ra => £ < ra, and both the simple

and the strong order are true partial orders on Exc. The weak order is only a

"preorder" : although <— is transitive, we can have £ <— ra, ra *— £ and yet £ 7^ ra.

For instance, take £ = 2m. We leave it to the reader to verify the transitivity of <—

by checking that if £ <— 7 via reí and Ji and 7 <— ra via k2 and J2, then £ <— ra

via re and J = Ji J2, where re is the <5m-dual copredictable projection of the HRM

(re2] - OO, S] + J2l{a = -oo})Kl(ds).

The conditions (i) and (ii) in (6.6) characterizing the relation £ <— ra may be

hard to verify in specific cases. For instance, if £ < m then £ <— ra, but this is

not an obvious consequence of (6.3). We shall develop several "analytic" criteria

for £ <— ra. One of these involves viewing the representing HRM re as an additive

functional over the dual process (X, Px). We now develop in some detail the dis-

cussion initiated after (6.2). Fix £ and ra in Exc with £ <— ra; let re and J be as

in (6.3) and assume that re is perfect (as we may). The definitions of l,A,Y, and
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X are as in previous sections relative to Qm- These objects, when taken relative to

Qi, will be denoted l*,k*,Y*, and X*.

Define an increasing process (Bs : s E [0, +00]) on fi by setting B0 = 0 and

Bs = k[-s,0[,     s > 0; ßoo = re] - oo,0[ + Jl{Q=_oo}.

Since k(B) G £*(/) if R G B f~l /, it is clear that (Bs) is adapted to (7*+), where

7t* denotes the universal completion of 7®.

Also, since re([-i,0[) G 9*(] ~ °°, 0[), re[-i,0[ o f0 = re[-i,0[. Consequently, on

fi,
Bt+S = re[-(i + s),0[ = re[-s,0[ + re[-(i + s), -s[

= Bs -+ re[-i, 0[otr_s = Bs + re[-í, 0[ofc0 o a_s

= Bs + Bto6s.

That is, (Bs) is an AF of X. Set

(6.8) û(x) = P^Poo) = Px(k] - 00,0[ + Jl{Q=-oo}).

If / G £+ with / > 0 and t¡(f) < 00, then by the computation following (6.2),

£(/) = m(u ■ f) < 00 and so m{u = +00} = 0. Also

Psû(x) = PX(B00 o §s) = Px(k] - 00, -s[ + Jl{a=_oo}),

î Px(B00)=û(x),    as s 10.

That is, û is excessive for the semigroup (Pa). By Lemma 2 of [9], the process

t —+ u(Xt) has left and right limits on [0,+oo[, a.s. Px for each x E E. Thus we

may define a re process H = (Ht) by

(6.9) Ht =limû(Xs),        í>0.
sit

Note that H is a supermartingale under Px provided u(x) = Px(Hq) < 00. In

this case (Ba) is re and is the integrable increasing process in the Doob-Meyer

decomposition of H.

Fix now x E {v. < 00} so that Bs < 00, Vs > 0 a.s. Px. Recalling the proof

of (5.27), the discrete part of 1a * re is Qm-mdistinguishable from X^eR j(Ys)es

where {j > 0} is a Borel m-semipolar set. It follows that

(6.10) APS = BS- Ba- = j(Xa),    Vs G Â, a.s. Px.

Let T be a predictable time of (7*+). By the moderate Markov property (4.4),

(611) Px(B00-BT\îï_) = Px(B00oêT\î}_)

= û(XT),      a.s. Px on {0 < T < 00}.

If S is an (7t*+ )-optional time, then S + t is predictable for each t > 0. Taking

T = S + tin (6.11) and letting i | 0 we obtain

(6.12) Px(B00-Bs\7s+) = Hs,      a.s. Px on {S < 00}.

Now let T be an (7t!,_)-predictable time and let (Sn) be a sequence of ( Ji!).)-optional

times announcing T. Taking S = Sn in (6.12) and letting n Î 00,

(6.13) PX(B00-BT-\7¿_) = HT_,      a.s. Px on {0 < T < 00}.
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But on {T E Â} we have B^ - BT- = Poo - BT + j(XT), a.s. Px.  Comparing

(6.13) and (6.11) we conclude that

(6.14) û(XT) +j(XT) = HT-,      a.s. Px on {T G Â}.

Thus, if we define ü = û + j, then by the section theorem the processes lA(t)u(Xt)

and lA(i).r7t_ are Px-indistinguishable. In particular, t —> ü(Xt) is lc on A, a.s.,

Px. Finally, note that

(6.15) limü(Xt) = Ht,    Vi > 0, a.s., Px.
sit

Of course, all of these results hold for any x E {û < oo}.   •

(6.16) PROPOSITION. LetT be a copredictable time (that is, ]-oo,Tj E P°).

Then for any f E £+,

(6.17) Qz(f oYT;T E A) = Qm(f °YTüoYT;T E A).

PROOF. We can assume that T = -oo if T < a, replacing T by V = T on

{T > a}, = -oo on {T < a} if necessary. We then have (cf. [2, p. 462 ff.])

Tobs = T,        if T > s,

= -oo,    if T<s,

for any s E R. Thus bj*{T G A} = bj^h > 0} = {lT > 0;T > s}. Using (6.4) we
compute

Qi(f o YT; T E A) = Qm (J f(YT) o bsl{TeA} ° b„ K{ds)\

+ Qm(f o YT J\T E A; a =-oo)

= Qm(f°YT{K] - oo, t] + Ji^—^hre A)

-Qm(foYT{B00oTT+j(YT)};TEA)

= Qm(f oYTû(YT);T E A).       D

(6.18) REMARKS, (a) We emphasize that it is YT and A on the left side of (6.17),

not YT and A*. The relationship between these objects will be clarified shortly.

(b) It follows from (6.17) that the Borel set {ü = +00} is ra-polar; thus {Û =

+00} is also m-polar. It is easy to check that ü is a version of dtl/dm having the

properties listed in (4.15). Finally, note that û is the "excessive regularizaron" of

ü relative to (Ps). Indeed, since re is carried by [a, ß\, B^ = 0 on {£ = 0}. Thus

Psu(x)=Px(Hs-;sEÂ) Î PX(H0; | > 0),    as s I 0

= Px(Boo;i>0) = Px(Boo)=u(x).

We continue to assume that £ <— ra, and we follow the previously established

notation. Define a family of measures (Px, x E EA) on (fi, 7°) by

(6.19) P?(F) = \pX[jo        F o 6_s dBs\ + F([A])j(x) 1 /«(*),

where the ratio is taken to be 0 unless 0 < ü(x) < 00. Note that x —► PX(F) is only

universally measurable on E.  One can modify Px on an ra-polar set of x's so as
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to obtain a Borel kernel, but we prefer to have the explicit formula (6.19). We are

therefore making a slight abuse of the term "moderate Markov dual", defined in

(4.1), in the following result. This result is a variation on Nagasawa's time reversal

theorem. See [26, 29, 40] for versions of this result under duality hypotheses. See

also [15] for a general result in this vein.

(6.20) THEOREM. With £ — ra as above, let Px be defined as in (6.19). Then

(Px) is a moderate Markov dual for (Px), relative to £. That is, (4.2) and (4.4)

hold with Qm, Px, X, and Y replaced by Q^,PX,X*, and Y . In particular, A* c A

modulo 1^, and t —► û(Yt)/û(Yt) (0/0 = oo/oo = 0) is a version of I*.

PROOF. Let T be a copredictable time. Using (6.4) and (6.17),

Qt(l*T; -oo < T < ß) = Qç(a <T < ß)

= Qm(re] - oo, T[;T < ß) + Qm(J l{a=-oo}; -oo <T < ß)

= Qm(Boo o tt: -oo < T < ß) = Qm(ù(YT);TE A)

= Qm((u/ü)(7T);ü(YT);T G A)

= Qi((u/ü)(YT);-oo<T<ß).

It follows that (u/ü)(Yt) is a version of i¿. In particular, since Yt = A if i d¿ A,

we must have A* c A modulo 1^. Clearly Y = Y on A n A* = A*. Thus,

/*, (u/u)(Y. ), and (ii/u)(Y.) are ¿^-indistinguishable each from the others. A

computation similar to the above with lT replaced by F ofxlT(F E (7°) + ), shows

that

Qi(F ofT;TE A*) = Qm(PYr(F)ü(YT)lE(YT);T E A)
(6.21) _»

= Q<:(PÏT(F);TEA*).

Thus the version of (4.2) appropriate to Q$ is valid. The verification of (4.4) for

Px now follows from the explicit formula (6.19). See for example Azema [2, p. 484]

for a very similar computation.    G

(6.22) REMARK. Let (P*) denote the semigroup associated with (Px). One

checks that

P*sf(x) = Ps(üf)(x)/ü(x),        0 < ü(x) < oo,

= 0,    otherwise,

so that (P*) is the ü-transform of (Ps).

We will now set down our first "analytic" criterion for £ <— ra. Actually, we will

only prove the necessity of this condition in the result to follow. The sufficiency

will follow easily when we consider a second analytic criterion. Recall the balayage

operations Lt and Lb defined in §5 of [19]. Let T: W —* R U {—oo,+oo} be a

stopping time of (£t*+) = (f]s>t 9*Q _°°,s])) such that

(6.23) (i)    a<T < ß   on {T < +oo};

(ii)    T = s + Toas,    VsGR.

Such a time is called an intrinsic time in [19]. For example, if A is a Borel set in

E then

(6.24) TA = inf{i > a: Yt E A)
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is an intrinsic time. Given an intrinsic time T, the balayage LT ■' Exc —> Exc is

defined by

(6.25) LTm(f) = Qm(f°Yt;T<t),        f E £ +.

One checks that LTm E Exc, LTm is independent of t E R, LTm < ra and

(6.26) QLTm(F) = Qm(F°bT;T <+co),        F E (9°)+-

In case T = Ta we write La for Lta- By the stationarity of Qm we must have

Qm(T = i) = 0 for any t E R; thus the condition {T < t} in (6.25) may be replaced

by {T < t}. From this fact it follows easily that Law = ra on A. See [19] for all

of these assertions.

(6.27) PROPOSITION. Let Ç and m be excessive measures with £ <— ra. Then

£ << ra and if <f> is the version ofdÇ/dm provided by (4.15), then

£{<ï»t}i;|0    as t Too.

PROOF. It is clear from the discussion following (6.2) that £ << ra. Let <p =

dÇ/dm as provided by (4.15) so that i —► <p(Yt) is re on Ja,+oo[, a.e., Qm- Let

ü = u+j be as in the discussion following (6.14). Then i —* ü(Xt) is le on JO, ç| a.s.

Px whenever ii(x) < oo. It follows that t —* u(Yt) is re on Ja, +oo¡ a.e. Qm- Since

<p and ü are both versions of dÇ/dm (cf. (6.17)) we have Qm(4>(Yt) ¥" ü(Yt)) = 0

for each i G R. By right continuity, <p(Yt) and v,(Yt) are <3m-indistinguishable on

Ja, +oo¡. It now follows from (6.17) that <j>(Yt) and ü(Yt) are (^-indistinguishable

on Ja, +oo¡. Thus, T^>ty — T{ü>t) a.e. Q^ for any i > 0, and so

£{,/»«}£ = £{ü>t}fi   Ví > o.

Therefore it suffices to show that £{ü>t}£ | 0 as i | oo. Now recall the discussion

following (6.10); in particular recall the re supermartingale (Hs) and the relation-

ships

Ht = \rmü(Xa),    Vi > 0, a.s. Px,
(6.28) slt

u(Xt) = Ht-,    ViG]0,f[, a.s. Px,

whenever û(x) < oo. Thus, since both (Hs) and ü(Xs) vanish on Jç, +oo[, if we set

S(t) = inf(s > 0: Hs>t), t > 0,

then S(t) = inf(s > 0: u(Xa) > t) a.s. Px, if it(x) < oo. Now since (Hs) is a re

supermartingale almost every path of (Ha) is bounded. Thus, S(t) = +00 for all

large i, a.s. Px. In particular, if ii(x) < 00, then

(6.29) Px(Boo-Bs{t))l0   as i Too.

Recalling the definition (6.24) of Ta for A E £, note that on {a < 0},

67x{Ta < 0} = [Yu E A for some u e]s,0[}

— {Xu E A for some u E]0, —s[}.
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(6.30)

= Qm[f°Y0[ ¡ l{S(t)<u} dBu ] o f0

Thus, if / G £ + with £(/) < oo,

L{ü>tyt(f) = Qdf °Y0;T{ü>t} < 0)

= Qm{ f°Yoobsl{T{_>ty<o} obsK(ds)\

+ Qm(foYoJ;T{a>t} <0)

= Qm(f°Y0(Boo - Bs{t))of0)

= Qm(f°YoPYo(Boc-BSit))).

Combining (6.29) and (6.30) we see that if £(/) < oo, then L{«>t}£(/) | 0, as
required.    D

Our second criterion for £ <— m involves the "réduite" operation on excessive

measures, defined as follows. Let n be a measure on E dominated by some element

of Exc. The réduite of it, Rir is then defined as the greatest lower bound (in the

lattice Exc with the simple order) of the set {7 G Exc: 7 > 7r}. In particular,

if £ G Exc and A E £ we write RaC for R(Ia • 0- ^ is shown in [18] that if

£ G Exc then í?a£ = £n(A)£, where n(^4) is the Lebesgue penetration time of A.

In particular, Ra is additive on Exc.

In what follows, if £ and n are tr-finite measures on E, then statements of the

type £ < n on A (A E £) should be interpreted as follows. Let A = £ 4- r\ so that

£ << A,r¡ « A and the densities d£/dA and dn/dX can be taken to be bounded.

Then £ < n on A means d£/dX < dn/dX a.e. X on A.

We require several results regarding the réduite operation. These results are all

due originally to Mokobodski; a good reference is [8]. See also Vol. 3 of [12]. The

proof of (6.31) is taken from Heath [42], while the proof of (6.33) seems to be new.

(6.31) LEMMA. Suppose that p = R-k and let A D {ep < ir} where 0 < e < 1.

Then RaP — P-

PROOF. Write 7 = RaP so that 7 < p. Then on E \ A we have w < ep <

ep + (1 — 5)7, since 7 > 0. On A we have tr < p = ep + (1 — e)q, since p = 7 on

A. Thus, 7T < ep + (1 — e)7 and since R is evidently monotone and since P£ = £ if

£ G Exc,

(6.32) p = Rir < R(ep + (1 - 6)7) <ep+(l- 5)7.

Rearranging (6.32) we obtain p < 7, and so p = 7 as required.    D

(6.33) COROLLARY. Let £,mi, and m2 be excessive measures with £ < mi +

m2. Then there exists excessive measures £1 < mi and £2 < m2 such that £1 +£2 =

PROOF. Define £2 = P(£ - rai), that is, £2 = inf{7 G Exc: 7 + rai > £}.

Similarly, set £, = P(£ - £2). Clearly £1 < rai, £2 < ra2, and £1 + £2 > £■ Given

e E ]0,1[ let A = {e(£i + £2) < £}. Then

Ai = {££1 + £2 < £} C A
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and so, by (6.31), £1 = RAl£i < Pa£i < £i- That is, £x = Pa£i- Similarly, if

we set A2 — {e£2 + rax < £}, then since mi > £1 > e£i, we have A2 E A and so

£2 = Pa2£2 < Pa£2 < £2. Thus £2 = Pa£2. Finally,

£1 + £2 = Pa(£i + £2) = e~lRA(e(£,i + £2)) < e~lRA^ < e_1£,

where the inequality follows since e(£i + £2) < £ on A. Thus £1 + £2 < e_1£ and

letting e 1 1 we obtain £1 + £2 < £•    □

(6.34) COROLLARY. Given £ and m in Exc set p = P(£ - ra). Then p < £

so that there exists 7 G Exc with p + 7 = £. One then has 7 < ra and, indeed,

7 = sup{/7 G Exc : n < ra, 77 -< £}.

PROOF. Clearly £ < p+m. By (6.33) there are excessive measures p < p,rh < ra

such that £ = p + ra. But then p + ra>p + ra = £, so p > p (= P(£ — m)). Thus

p = p. Set 7 = m so that p+7 = £, 7 -< £, 7 < ra. If 7 G Exc with 7 -< •£ and 7 < ra,

then there exists p G Exc with 7 + p = £. But then p + ra>p-l-7=£, so p > p.

Since 7 + p = £ we must have 7 < 7. That is, 7 = sup{?7 G Exc: n -< £,r/ < ra}.

D

The following is an adaptation of a result that Heath [42] ascribes to Mokobodski.

For a proof (modeled on [42]) see [18].

(6.35) PROPOSITION. Fix £ and ra in Exc. For eacht >0 /eí7t = P(£-i-ra)

so that £ = 7t + pt w/iere pt G Exc wzi/i pt < t ■ m (see (6.34)).  Then

(i) For each f E £+ with £(/) < 00, i —» 7t(/) is decreasing and convex on

[0,+oo[;

(ii) The right hand derivatives 6t(f) = —d+^t(f)/dt+ constitute a family {6t:

t > 0} of excessive measures. Moreover, there exists an increasing family {T(t): t >

0} oj' (9t)~optional, intrinsic times such that 6t = LT^t)m, Vi > 0.

(iii) Set 7oo = limt^+00 | 7t = inf{7t : t > 0}.  Then

/•OO

(6.36) Ç = loo+        LT{t)mdt.
Jo

Here now is the main result of this section, characterizing in analytic terms the

weak order.

(6.37)  THEOREM.   Let £ and m be excessive measures.  Then the following are

equivalent.

(i) £ *- ra.

(ii) £ << ra and ¿{<^>t}£ J. 0 as t T +00, where (p = dÇ/dm is as in (4.15).

(iii) limtToo 7t = limtToo P(£ -t-m) =0.

PROOF. The implication (i)=Kii) is the content of (6.27). We will show that

(ii)=^(iii) and (iii)=>(i).

(a) (ii)=>(iii): Let <p > 0 be any <f-measurable version of d^/dm. We claim that

•k{0>t}£ ^ It, where 7t = P(£ —i-ra). Indeed, recall that ¿{0>t}£ = £ on {<p > t}.

Thus

£ = !{0>t> • ̂  + !{0<í}Í < ¿{oí»t}í + l ' m-

Consequently P(£ — ira) < L{0>t}£ as claimed. Since ¿{^,>t}£ | 0 as i T 00 when

<t> is the version of d£/dm given in (4.15), we must have qt J, 0 as well.
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(b) (iii)=Ki): By (iii) and (6.36),
/•OO

(6.38) £= /     LT{t)mdt
Jo

where each T(t) is an intrinsic (,pt*+)-optional time. Define a RM reo by

/-OO

K0(dt) = £T(u)(dt)l{T(u)€R}du.
Jo

One can use (5.24) to check that reo is optional; reo is homogeneous since i + T(u) o

tjt = T(u) for each i G R, u > 0. Moreover reo G aI(Pm), since the Palm measure

of reo is given by
/>O0

/     Qm(FoTT(u);0<T(u) <l)du
Jo

roo

= /     Qm(FoTaobT(u);0 <aobT{u) <l;T(u) ER)du
Jo

rOO

= QLT(u)m(F QTa;0 < a < l)du
Jo

= Qz(FoTa;0<a<l) = Qß(F),

where p = (pt) is the entrance law such that /0°° pt dt — £p. Next, define

/■OO

J=/     l{T(u) = -oc}du = sup{w: T(u) — -oo},
7o

where sup</> = 0. Clearly J E (9n}oc)+ E (9™)+ and Jotjs = J, Vs G R. Moreover,

if F E(9°) + ,
rOO

(6.39) Qm(F- J;a = -oo) = /     Qm(F; a = T(u) = -oo)du.
Jo

But using (6.38),
roo

Qti (F)= Qm(Fo bT{u}; a o bT(u) = -oo, T(u) < +cxd) du
(6.40) Jo

= Qm(F;a — T(u) = -oo) du,
Jo

since a o bT(u) =aV T(u). Comparing (6.39) and (6.40) we see that

Qe,(F)=Qm(FJ;a = -oc),        F E (9°)+ ■

Finally, setting re = (reo)*5, we see that (6.4) holds so that £ <— m as required.      D

(6.41)  COROLLARY.   Let £ and m be excessive measures.  Then £ <— ra if and

only if £ can be decomposed as

oo

(6.42) £ = J2 £n,
n = l

where £„ G Exc, £„ < ra for each n E N. In particular, if £ < i • ra /or some i > 0,

i/ien £ <— m.

PROOF. The necessity of (6.42) follows from (6.37) upon taking

£« = /      LT(u)mdu,    n > 1,
7n-l
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where £ — f0 LT^mdu as in (6.38). Conversely, if £ = J2n £« where £„ G Exc

with £n < m, then
oo

7„ = P(£ — n ■ ra) <    V^   £fc I 0    as n T oo.
k=n+l

Since 7t decreases in i, we must have 7t J. 0 as r Î oo. Thus £ <— ra by (6.37). The

last assertion is now obvious.    D

(6.43) REMARK. In view of (6.41), Proposition (6.7) is a generalization of the

well-known fact that if £ G Exc, m G Pot and £ < ra, then £ G Pot.

We close this section with an application of (6.37). This result is a "dominated

decomposition" theorem extending Corollary (6.33) and is an analogue of a well-

known result of Strassen [41]. See Volume III of [12] for a discussion of Strassen's

theorem. The decomposition (6.33) is quite useful as its pivotal role in [8] attests.

An obvious induction followed by a limiting argument yields a useful extension of

(6.33): for £ G Exc
oo

if £ < Y^ ra/t G Exc, where rafc G Exc, Vfc G N,

(6.44) h-1
oo

then £ = YJ £&, where £fc G Exc, £fc < rafc, Vfc G N.
k=l

Our generalization (6.45) extends (6.44) in two ways. The condition £ < J2 mk is

replaced by £ <— J2rnk and, secondly, the discrete parameter k is allowed to be

"continuous".

(6.45) THEOREM. Let (D,D,ir) be a complete a-finite measure space and let

(rnx : x E D) be a family of excessive measures such that x —* rnx(f) is D -measurable

for each f E £+. Suppose that fDmxn(dx) is a a-finite, hence excessive, measure

and that £ <— fDmxTr(dx). Then there exists a family (£x: x E D) of excessive

measures such that (i) £x <— mx,Vx G D, (ii) x —> £x(/) is D-measurable for

f E £ + , and (iii) £ = ¡D £x7r(dz).

//£ < f mxir(dx), then (£x) can be chosen such that £x < mx for each x G D.

PROOF. First suppose that £ < ra = fD mxw(dx) E Exc. By (6.37) and (6.41)

there is a family (T(u) : u > 0) of intrinsic, (<p*+)-optional times such that

/•OO

(6.46) £ = /     LT,u)mdu.

In fact, since £ < m, we have i?(£ — t ■ m) — 0 if i > 1 so that the integral in (6.46)

can be truncated at u — 1. For x E D define £x G Exc by

(6.47) £x= I   LT(u)mxdu.
Jo

Clearly £x < rax.  It is easy to check that if F E (^°) + , then both x —» Qtx(F)

and x —* Qmx(F) are P-measurable; this measurability holds as well for F E (9*) +

since D is complete. In particular, (x,u) —* LT^mx(f) is product measurable on

D x [0,1] if / G £+ . Using Fubini's theorem to integrate (6.47) we see that

e(/) f UfWdx),        }E£+.
Jd
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Thus, the theorem is proved in case £ < fmxTr(dx). In the general case we use

(6.41) to decompose £ as £ = J2T=i £k> €* € Exc, £fc < ra, Vfc E N, where ra =

fD mx ir(dx) as before. By the first part of the proof each £* has a representation

£fc = / £^ w(dx),    ex € Exc, ikx < mx, Vz G D.
Jd

The desired decompositon for £ now obtains upon setting £x = Y^k=i £x, taking

note of (6.41).    D

7. Application to balayage. In this final section we give a small sample of

further applications of the weak order on Exc. Our main concern is an analogue of

the classical maximum principle for potentials of measures.

Consider briefly the classical case. Suppose that the basic process X is a stan-

dard process in classical duality with a second standard process X relative to an

excessive reference measure ra. (Only in this paragraph do we deviate from pre-

vious terminology, using X to denote a strong Markov dual for X.) Suppose that

the potential kernel U is proper. Then U(x,dy) = u(x,y)m(dy), where u(-,y) is

excessive (for X) and u(x, ■) is excessive for X. If p is a measure on (E, £) such

that pU is cr-finite, then pU has a density relative to ra given by

(7.1) û(y) = /  p(dx)u(x,y).
Je

Clearly û is excessive for X. See [6, VI] for details on these matters. Suppose that

supp(p;), the support of p, is compact. The bounded maximum principle is the

statement

(7.2) if û is bounded, then sup{û(y) : y G E} = sup{û(y) : y G supp(/i)}.

It is known [7, 2.1] that (7.2) holds provided p charges no semipolar set. Also, if

the excessive functions of X are lower semicontinuous, then (7.2) holds for all p

with compact support if and only if X satisfies Hunt's hypothesis H (which is the

statement that semipolars for X are polar for X). See [7, 5.3].

In our context, X need not have a strong Markov dual so the representation (7.1)

is not valid. We have seen in §6 that if pU *— ra, then a version <¡> of d(pU)/dm

can be chosen so as to be excessive for the moderate Markov dual X. However, it

is the "fine" version <¡> of d(pU)/dm (i.e., the version provided by (4.15)) which is

appropriate for our analogue of (7.2).

The following theorem is the fundamental result of this section; it is an ana-

logue of the classical "second maximum principle". It can be deduced (with some

effort) from the work of Azema [3] but we prefer to give a direct proof based on an

argument of Meyer [34]. See Doob [13, 2.IV.13] and Meyer [34] for related results.

We fix ra G Exc and follow the notation set in previous sections anent (Y,Qm).

In particular, (Xt,Px) is the moderate Markov dual, relative to ra, discussed in §4.

Let £ G Exc with £ <— ra via re and J as in (6.3). Let the densities ü and û be as

in the discussion following (6.8). Also, let pU E Pot with pU <— ra. Since pU has

zero invariant part, the invariant function J in the representation (6.4) (for pU)

can be taken to vanish. Let 7 denote the HRM in the representation (6.4) for pU.

The analogous densities for pU are denoted <j> and <j>.
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(7.3) THEOREM. Suppose that p charges no m-polar set and that p is carried

by A E £. Suppose that {(¡> > u} n A is m-polar. Then {<f> > v,} is m-polar. In

particular, pU < £.

PROOF. By (3.2b) it suffices to check that

(7.4) Qm(HYr); TEA)< Qm(u(YT); T E A)

for each Qm-copredictable time T. Fix such a T and define

T = {(t,w) E A: t < T(w), Yt(w) G A}, S = supT.

Clearly Y E Pm and so S is a Qm-cooptional time in the sense that {S < t} E

9T, Vi G R.
Now define a random interval L by

L(w) = ]-oo, S (w)]    if S(w)EY(w),

1 ' ' =]-oo, S(w)[   if S(w)<£Y(w).

Since p charges no ra-polars, the HRM 7 is carried by A and p is the characteristic

measure of 7. See (5.22) and §6. Since p is carried by A we have 7 = 1a (Y.) * 7.

Since 7t(w) d: A if t E ]S(w),T(w)] and since ~j{S} = lA(Ys)l{S} we must have

(7.6) 7(]-oo,T]) = 7(L)    a.e. Qm-

We now approximate 5 from the left by a sequence (Sn) of QTO-copredictable

times such that Ysn E A on {Sn E A} and J — 00, Sn] T L. First note that

T \ J — 00, S| (c fSJ) is <2m-copredictable with sections of cardinality < 1. Thus

r\J-oo, S{ = [t/] where U is a Qm-copredictable time. The set [Sj\[f/J is thus the

graph of a random time V which is Qm-cooptional (in the previously noted sense).

Moreover if V(w) E R, then [V(w) — l/n, V(w)[ n Y(w) is nonempty for each n G N.

Let Vn be a copredictable section of {V — l/n, Vf (~l Y so that Vn < V, Vn T V as

n T 00. Finally, put Sn = U VUn so that each Sn is Qm-copredictable and

(i) YSn EAon {Sn G A};

(ii) Sn = S if S E Y;

(iii) Sn < S if S i Y;
(iv) Sn T S as n T 00.

Clearly J — oo,S'njT¿asnToo. We may now compute

Qm(4>(YT);T E A) = Qm(l] - 00,T];T E A)

=TlimQm(7]-oo,5„];TGA)
n

-TlimQm(^(FsJ;TGA)
n

<T limQm(ü(YSn);TE A) < Qm(ü(YT);T E A).
n

For the second equality we have used (7.6) and for the first inequality the fact that

Ysn G A on {Sn G A} and the fact that {<f> > û} n A is m-polar. Thus (7.4) holds

and the theorem is proved.    D

For / G £ + we define the essential supremum of /, relative to the class of m-polar

sets, as follows:

||/||m = inf{a > 0: {/ > a} is m-polar}.

Here is our version of the (first) maximum principle, the analogue of (7.2).
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(7.7) COROLLARY. Let pU E Pot with pU <— m. Suppose that p charges no

m-polar set and that p is carried by A E £.  Then

(7-8) ||lA<Ä||m = 11011m,
where <fi is the "fine" version of d(pU)/dm provided by (4.15).

PROOF. Clearly ||lA0||m < ll^llm- If ||lA</>||m = +oo there is nothing more to

show. So assume that a = ||lA0||m < +°o- Let £ = a ■ ra so that a fine version

of dt]/dm is given by ü(x) = a. By hypothesis, {¡¡> > a} n A is m-polar; by (7.3),

{4> > a} is m-polar. That is, ||0||m < a as required.    □

We shall use Corollary (7.7) to obtain an analogue of Hunt's balayage theorem.

A "crude" result of this type can be found in [18]:

(7.9) LArn = inf{£ G Exc: £ > m on ,4}     iff    Qm(TA / nA) = 0.

Here YIa is the Lebesgue penetration time of A, and inf denotes the greates lower

bound in the lattice Exc (with the simple order).

We need one preparatory result. Let A E £ so that LAm < ra. Let <¡>a and 4>a

denote the "fine" and (Ps)-excessive versions of d(LAm)/dm respectively. Recall

from §6 that (¡>a = 4>a + Ja, where ja E £+ and {ja > 0} is ra-semipolar. Also,

recall that A E £ is finely perfect provided A = {x E E: Px(Ta = 0) = 1}.

(7.10) LEMMA. Suppose that A is finely perfect and that Qm(TA — —oo) = 0.

Then for all x outside of an m-polar set, 4>a(x) — <Pa(x) + 1a(x)(1 ~ <Pa(x))-

PROOF. Clearly LAm <— ra. It is easy to check that in the representation (6.4)

we can choose J = 0 and

(7.11) <c = (l{TAeR}£TA)p.

Arguing as in §6 one sees that if T is a QTO-copredictable time, then

(7.12) Qm(4>A(YT);T G A) = Qm(re] - oo,T];T G A);

(7.13) Qm(4>A(YT)\T E A) = Qm(re] - oo, T[; T E A).

Also, by (7.11) and (7.13),

(7.14) Qm($A(YT);TE A) = Qm(TA <T;TE A).

As in the proof of (6.16), we can assume that T = -oo if T £ A; in this case the

condition T E A can be dropped in (7.12)-(7.14) if we observe the convention that

F_oo = A.

Now fix a <Qm-copredictable time T. Since Qm is cr-finite on 9t+ H {T G A} we

may assume that Qm(T G A) < oo. We also assume that T — —oo if T £ A. Let

(Sn) be a decreasing sequence of Qm-predictable times with Sn > T and Sn I T as

n T oo. Using (7.12)-(7.14) and dominated convergence we compute

Qm(<t>A(YT)) = Qm(K] - oo,T]) =limQm(re] -oo,5n[)
n

= lim Qm(j>A(YSn))
n

= limQm(Yi G A for some i < Sn)
n

= Qm(Yt E A for some i < T)

= Qm(TA <T)+ Qm({TA < TY;YT E A)

= Qm(4>A(YT)) + Qm((l - 4>a(Yt))1A(Yt))-
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By (3.2b) and (3.22) we have (¡>a + <t>A — (1 — 4>a)1a off an m-polar set as re-

quired.    □

Let A E £ be finely perfect and suppose that Qm(TA = a) = 0. Then Law is a

potential, say Latti = paU. Moreover pa charges no m-polar set, and pa is carried

by A (since A is finely closed). See [19 or 30]. In the following result dt\/dm is

taken to be the fine version provided by (4.15).

(7.15)   COROLLARY.    With A as above,

(7.16) LAm = inf {£ G Exc : £ <- m, || Ia [dt¡/dm]-1 ||m < 1}.

PROOF. Since LAm < ra we have Law <—-m, and we may assume that 4>a < 1

everywhere. By (7.10), {4>a < 1} D A is m-polar. Thus ||lA[0A]_1||m = 1, and

so i^m is an element of the set on the right side of (7.16). Let £ G Exc be any

element of this set. Write u — dt\/dm. Then there is a Borel m-polar set N E A

such that x E A\N => ü(x) > 1 = 4>a(x). By (7.3), {ü < (¡>a} is m-polar; in

particular £ > LAm.    D

Let A be as for Corollary (7.15). Then Qm(TA = -oo) < Qm(TA = a) = 0

so that A is ra-cotransient in the terminology of [30]. The measure pa is the

cocapacitary measure of A, and its mass pa(1) is the cocapacity of A, denoted

C(A). See [30]. Let D denote the class of measures p on (E, £) such that p charges

no m-polar set, p is carried by A, and pU < ra. Clearly pa E D. If p E D is

arbitrary let ü denote the fine version of d(pU)/dm so that ü < 1. Arguing as in

the proof of (7.15) one sees that {û > 4>a} is m-polar. Thus pU < PaU = LAm.

It follows that p(l) < pa(1) = C(A). We have proved the following analogue of a

classical result

(7.17) C(A)=suy>{p(l): pEÜ).

Without doubt the hypotheses we have imposed in this section can be weakened.

We hope to return to these matters, and to consider connections with energy, in a

future publication.

Appendix. In this section we prove Theorem 4.6. We shall use the notation of

the body of the paper without special mention. As noted in §4, the argument used

is adapted from Azema [2] and Jeulin [32].

Firstly, let us extend the notion of m-polar set, defined prior to (3.22) only for

Borel sets. For a general set A E E we say that A is m-polar provided there is a

Borel m-polar set A' D A. Clearly A E £ is m-polar if and only if Pm (Ta < oo) = 0,

where TA = inf{t > 0: Xt E A}. Define

J(A) = PP(TA < oo),        Ae£,

where p is a probability on £ equivalent to m. Thus S G if is m-polar if and only if

J(B) = 0. Yet R denote the class of open sets in a Ray-Knight compactification E

of EA, relative to the usual extension of (Ps) to a Markov semigroup on (EA, £A).

Denote J* by

J*(A) = inf{J(Gr\E):GER, GdA},        A E E.

Shih's Theorem (see [24]) implies that J* is a strongly subadditive Choquet capac-

ity. In particular, if A E E is a Souslin subset of E (hence capacitable), then A is
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m-polar if and only if J(B) = 0 for all Borel sets B E A. See [12] for details on

such matters.

Next, let d be a bounded (by 1) metric on E compatible with its topology; set

d(x, A) = 2 if x E E, and d(A, A) = 0. Define a metric p on fi by

p(w,w') = /      etd(wt,w't)dt.
J —oo

The metric topology induced on fi by p has 7° for its Borel tr-field. The completion

fi of fi relative to p is a compact metric space and fi is a coanalytic subset of fi

(see [12, IV (19)]). If 7 denotes the Borel subsets of fi, then 7° = Jfl fi. The

dominated convergence theorem shows that if w E W (resp. tu G fi), then i —► ftw

(resp. s —» 9aw) is p-continuous as a map from ] - oo, ß(w)[ (resp. ]0, +oo[) into fi.

We now produce a kernel L = L(x, dw) from (EA, £A) to (fi, 7°) such that (4.2)

holds with Px replaced by L(x,-). The desired kernel Px will then be obtained

by regularizing L so that (4.4) holds as well. See (A.3). Let C(fi) denote the

class of real-valued continuous functions on fi. Given F E C(Yl) note that i —>

F(ftw) is continuous on ] — oo, ß(w)[ and is there identical with (P1q) ° rt. Thus

t —* lj_00i/3[(i)(Pls=2) o ft is re and evidently adapted to (9t+)- Consider now the

process

(A.I) ZtF = *(l]-oo,0l(Flñ)oT.)tlA(t).

By the right continuity of i —► l]_00i/9[(í)(.Fl^)oft (and the fact that this process is

constant on ]-oo, ct(w)]), it follows from (3.4) that ZF E 0m. Thus ZF E Omf)Pm

and clearly ZF is homogeneous. By (3.21), ZF has the form fF(Yt) for some

fF G b£; moreover, fF is uniquely determined up to an ra-polar set. The existence

of fF for arbitrary F Eb7 (ZF being defined by (A.l)) now follows by a monotone

class argument. It follows that the mapping F —* fF, from bT to b£ is a "pseudo-

kernel" from (E, £) to (fi, 7), relative to the class of ra-polar sets. By Corollary

(3.2) of [23] there is a sub-Markov kernel L0 = L0(x,dw) from (E,£) to (fi, 7)

such that for each F E b7, the set {x E E: L0(x,F) ^ fF(x)} is a Borel ra-polar

set. It follows from (A.l) that for any F E b7   and any <3m-copredictable time T,

(A.2) Qm(Fo fT;T E A) = Qm(L0(YT,F);T E A).

Take F = 1q in (A.2) to see that the Borel set {x E E: L0(x,Yl) < 1} is ra-polar.

Note also that if C = {xEE: L0(x,u\Ù) > 0}, then C is Souslin in E [33, p. 236].
Now let B C C with B E £, and take F = l^ñ in (A.2):

0 = Qm(lñ\uOTT;YTEB,  TEA)

= Qm(Lo(YT, lñ\u)-<YT EB,TE A).

That is, B is ra-polar. By the discussion in the second paragraph of this appendix,

C is ra-polar. Finally, enclose CU {x: Lo(x,fi) < 1} in a Borel ra-polar set A and

define
L(x,F) = L0(x,F),        xeE\A,

= e[A](F),        ig.4U{A}.
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Clearly L is a Markov kernel from (EA, £A) to (fi, 7) such that L(x, ■) is carried by

fi for each x E EA. Since 7° = 7 n fi, we may regard L as a kernel from (EA, £A)

to (fi, 7°). Finally, let us check that (4.2) holds: using the fact that fttu = [A] if

t < a(w): if T is Qm-copredictable then by (A.2),

Qm(ForT;-oo<T<ß)

= Qm(Fo TT;TE A) + Qm(F([A]); -oo < T < a, T $ A)

= Qm(Lo(YT,F);TEA)+ Qm(e[A](F); -oo < T < a,T $ A)

= Qm(L(YT,F);-oo<T<ß).

Theorem (4.6) is an immediate corollary of the following result.

(A.3) PROPOSITION, (a) Let V be a second Markov kernel from (EA,£A)

to (fi, 7°) such that (4.2) holds with L'(x,-) in place of Px. Then {x: L(x,-) ^

L'(x, ■)} is a Borel m-polar set.

(b) There exists a Borel m-polar set N such that if Px is defined by

Px=L(x,-), xEE\N,

= £[A], xENU{A},

then (Px) satisfies Definition (4.1).

PROOF, (a) Extend L' to a kernel from (EA, £A) to (fi, J) by setting L"(x, F) =

L'(x, Flñ) for F E 7 (recall that 7° = 7nfi). If D is a total subset of C(fi) (with

the uniform norm), then clearly

{x: L(x, ■) # L'(x, •)} =   [J {x: L(x,F) ± L"(x, F)}
fed

which is a Borel ra-polar set.

(b) Let bP denote the class of bounded predictable processes relative to (7®).

Given A E bP and B E b7° we claim that for each t > 0 the Borel set

(A.4) {x: L(x, AtB o 6t) # L(x, AtL(Xt,B))}

is m-polar. It suffices to prove (A.4) when A and B are positive; if T is Qm-

copredictable then T — t is <3m-copredictable for i > 0 and Aiofrl{r</3} is 97r-t)+'

measurable. Thus

Qm(L(YT,AtBoÖt);T<ß)

= Qm(AtofTBoetofT;T<ß)

= Qm(At o ttB o tT-t;T <ß) = Qm(At o TTL(YT_t,B),T < ß)

= Qm({AtL(Xt,B)}oTT;T<ß)=Qm(L(YT,AtL(Xt,B));T<ß).

The claim that (A.4) is ra-polar now follows from (3.2b) and (3.22). Now fix

B E C(Yl) and consider the set

(A.5) r = {w E W : t -» L(Yt,B) is re on ] - oo, /?[}.

The set Y is co-Souslin in W (see [12]) and by a result of Meyer cited earlier,

{x E E: L(x,Yc n fi) > 0} is Souslin in E. We claim that

(A.6) {xEE: L(x,Yc n fi) > 0} is ra-polar.
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By the preceding remarks, to show this, it suffices to show that for any Qm-

copredictable time T,

(A.7) Qm(L(YT,rcnfi),-oo<T</?)=0.

Now i —► L(Yt, B) is a version of the Qm-copredictable projection of the re process

i —► lj_00i/3|¡(í)Roft. Thus i —► L(Yt,B) is re a.e., Qm. Thus, the left side of (A.7)

equals

Qm(lTcna ° Vr\ -oo < T < ß)

= Qm(lr= ° fT; -oo < T < ß)

= Qm(t -» L(Yt,B) is not re on] -oo,T[;-oo <T < B)

= 0,

and (A.6) holds as claimed.

Since P is separable we may choose a sequence of bounded, positive, left contin-

uous processes (Ak : fc > 1) which generate P. Let (Bn : n > 1) be a sequence from

C7(fi)+ whose linear span is dense in C(Yl). Then

(i) For each n > 1 we may choose a Borel ra-polar set iVn such that for x d¿

Nn, t -* L(Xt, Bn) is lc on ]0, +oo[ a.s. L(x, ■). See (A.6).

(ii) By the discussion concerning (A.4), for each n > 1, fc > 1, and rational t > 0,

the set

(A.8) NnXt = {*: L(x, AktBn oèt)ï L(x, L(Xt, Bn)Akt)}

is a Borel ra-polar set. Put

N =  UN" u        U      *"».*.«
\n>l J yw,fc>l,t>0, rational J

so that N is a Borel ra-polar set. If x G E \ N, then

(A.9) L(x, AkBn o êt) = L(x, AkL(Xt, Bn))

for all fc > 1, n > 1 and all t > 0 (since both sides of (A.9) are left continuous

by (i) above). Since (Ak : fc > 1) generates bP, it follows that if x E E \ N, then

i —> L(Xt: Bn) is a version of the L(x, -)-predictable projection of i —» Bno$t. Since

(Bn: n > 1) is total in C(fi), the previous sentence remains true if Bn is replaced

by an arbitrary B E C(Yl). By a monotone class argument, since 7° = 7 R fi,

(A.10) L(x, B o êT; 0 < T < oo) = L(x, L(XT, B); 0 < T < oo)

whenever x E E\N, B E b7°, and T is a (^°)-predictable time. The Borel ra-polar

set N has the properties claimed in the statement of Proposition (A.3b). Indeed,

(A. 10) implies (4.4) while (4.2) holds for (P) since it holds for L by construc-

tion.    D
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